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Legal  
 

This information is for your personal use only 
 

By reading Traffic Ultimatum, you agree to the following terms and conditions: 

 Under no circumstances shall you distribute, copy, re-produce, or sell this product. 

 If you received access to Traffic Ultimatum through any means other than purchasing 
it at HUthis site UH, please contact me immediately: support@googlesniper.com 

The material contained in this product is STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. 

 There are UNO U resell rights for Traffic Ultimatum 

 There are UNO U master resell rights for Traffic Ultimatum 

 There are UNO U private label rights for Traffic Ultimatum 

You may UNOTU distribute this product in any way, shape or form... both paid and free methods 
included. 

If you choose to distribute Traffic Ultimatum illegally, you WILL be subject to the maximum 
fine or penalty imposed by the law. 

(Plus a whole lot more competition for each of the traffic methods ;-)) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.trafficultimatum.com/#_blank
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Copyright  
Traffic Ultimatum and all of its content are protected by copyright law. 

The copyrighted information contained within this product may not be reproduced, 
distributed, or copied in any way; including Internet, email, newsgroups, or reprinting. 

Any violator will be subject to the maximum fine and penalty imposed by law. 

Purchasers of this product are granted a license to use the information contained herein for 
their own personal use only.  Any violators will be pursued and punished to the fullest extent 
of the law. 

All earnings and traffic statistics described in this product and shown on our website are 
accurate to the best of our knowledge and should not be considered “typical”. 

As with an business, your results may vary, and will be based on your background, 
dedication, desire, and motivation. 

I make no guarantees regarding the level of success you may experience. 

Any testimonials and examples used are exceptional results, which do not apply to the 
average purchaser, and are not intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve 
the same or similar results. 

You may also experience unknown or unforeseeable risks which can reduce your results. 

The author and publisher of Traffic Ultimatum and its accompanying materials have made 
their best efforts in its preparation, but make no representation or warranties with respect to 
the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the Traffic Ultimatum contents. 

The information contained in Traffic Ultimatum is strictly for entertainment purposes. 
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The Intro… 
 
 

It’s an absolute fact. 

If you fail to master the skill of driving traffic, your online business will fail. 

You can be the worst web designer, worst copywriter, worst marketer… or even a combination 
of all three. 

But if you can drive enough traffic the likelihood is you’re still going to make some sales. 

And if you’re the best marketer in the world, the reverse is true… If you can’t get anyone to 
actually visit your damn website in the first place, you’re not going to make any money. 

One way or another it's UallU about the traffic. This is one “tutorial” you just can’t skip. 

But relax… 

I don’t want to get all doom and gloom on you, I just opened Traffic Ultimatum with that so 
one, you understand the importance of what we’re going to cover (and how much impact it 
will have on your online business, and indeed possibly your life).  

And two, kind of a product of the first point I guess… So that you read the damn thing! 

This isn’t the kind of course to leave sitting in your hard drive (a terrible crime we’re all guilty 
of), this is something you may well use every day from now on, referencing a technique in 
the book whenever you want to drive some more traffic to a new or existing business. 

Speaking of which I guess now is a suitable time to explain that this might be a little different 
than what you’re used to. 

How I designed the Ultimatum… 

Aside from this introduction, you’re not actually going to find any “fluff” at all, and I really 
mean it. And aside from not wanting to waste your time, there just wasn’t room… This course 
approaching a crazy 300 pages as it is. 
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Like I said, you are not going to find long introductions and beautiful poetry explaining the 
intricate science and theory behind each technique. 

What you will find is this: A short introduction and then an exact step by step explanation 
and videos to back it up of exactly how I use each method to drive lots and lots of traffic to 
my websites. 

I’ll do my best to make it interesting but for the most part it’s: do this, then do that, and 
here’s why you’re doing all this stuff. 

Which if you are reading this with the ultimate goal of making more money, is exactly what 
you want  Real stuff… that after reading it (and doing it!) will make you more money. 

By the way, it doesn’t matter if you’re not making any money at the moment. All of the 
techniques here are just as suitable for someone who’s only just begun on their online 
journey, to the most jaded super affiliates. 

And for the advanced guys…  

Every single technique I use to drive traffic is in this book – many of them with unique spins 
you may never have seen before. So while I can’t make any guarantees, it’s a pretty safe 
assumption you’re going to find some new stuff here. 

Whenever I need to boost my site from page 2 to page 1... 

Whenever I want to send a quick 10,000 visitors to test a new site… 

Whenever I want to inject some more profits into my bank account... 

These are the exact strategies and tactics I use to make it happen.  

How it’s structured… 

I realize that some marketers may still be learning as we go through the book, so, in a effort 
I’ve structured the Ultimatum like this: 

The level of difficulty and advancidity (now come on George that’s not even a word…) I start 
with the more well known and simple techniques and we progress to the harder stuff as we 
go on. So please don’t be put off if you “know” article marketing inside out for example, 
anyone who’s been around even a little while probably will. 
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The same goes for each part of the Ultimatum for example, part one is free traffic, and that’s 
because I believe it is the best and easiest place to start. 

Yes, some of these methods might well seem slow at first and paid traffic can really put a 
rocket up the ass of whatever campaign you happen to be running at the time. 

But free traffic is slow (although not always), steady and you’re not going to lose a bunch of 
money in the process! Which also means it requires no investment either if you haven’t got 
thousands to throw around… Or tens of thousands if you were going to drop a big media buy. 

If you don’t know quite what that is, case in point: I highly recommend saving the big stuff… 
for later on. 

Okay, let’s talk about this first part of the Ultimatum… free traffic methods. 

What specifically are we going to cover? 

 Syndication Marketing  
How I do article marketing. I'll show you how to write your articles, how to 
submit them, and how to recycle them another 5 more times into more traffic... 
 

 Video Marketing 
How I do video marketing. I'll show you how to make simple little videos that 
get crazy amounts of views and drive crazy amounts of TARGETED traffic along 
with it. 
 

 Social Network Marketing  
I'll show you how to build a network of web2.0 sites, then link them together 
into a powerful link wheel.  Plus, I'll also show you how to bookmark and submit 
your content so you can dominate Google as well as get traffic from the web 
2.0 properties as well... 
 

 Social Media Marketing  
I'll show you how to connect with your audience and establish relationships 
(you’ll make more money basically) using social networks like Facebook and 
Twitter... 
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 Conversation Marketing  
I'll show you how to extend the conversation with your audience using forums, 
blog comments and trackbacks to drive traffic... 
 

 Viral Marketing 
How to get other people to drive traffic *for you*. I'll show you how to make 
simple little applications and toolbars you can submit to download sites.   
 

 Integration Marketing  
I'll show you how to find partners who are willing to integrate your site and 
offers into their own promotions... (this is extremely powerful). 
 

What follows over the next 140 pages of this section is a totally FREE traffic blueprint you can 
use to deliver more... and more... and more ready-to-buy visitors to your sites. 
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“Free” Disclaimer  
 

Since I know there are probably going to be some people who read through these pages and 
say: “Hey, that's not free!” 

Let me just clarify... 

If you don't have to pay money to get access to it... Uit's free.          

If you have to enter your name and email address to get it or of you have to put a credit card 
on file or setup a free trial to test it out but not actually pay anything... I’m still going to class 
it as free. 

Why? 

Because honestly, you’d be missing out on some incredible tools if you didn’t. Tools that will 
massively speed up the whole process. 

Now of course, while I’m not necessarily recommending this by any means… I don’t live in 
fantasy land… (although Thailand comes pretty darn close!). So remember you CAN always 
cancel the subscription to the software/tool… right away… if you want to. 

And don’t worry: 

I'll be totally upfront and give full disclosure when going through these methods by telling 
you when it's a trial offer so no one gets charged for anything they didn’t want, although 
ultimately of course, you’re responsible for your own actions.   

That being said... in most cases, the free tools and services I discuss only require an email 
address to gain access to them. 

Some don't even ask for that... 

I will also tell you about some outright paid options you can use and the reason why I use 
them – mostly because they save me time or money :) 

Anyway, that’s enough of that, you must be anxious to get started by now… (I’m getting sick 
of this intro myself!)  So let’s begin. 
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Chapter One: Syndication Marketing 
 
As old hat and well known as it may seem… This is STILL a really great way to get traffic to 
your site.  

And no, this is does not stop at submitting articles to article directories… There is so much 
more to it than that as you’ll discover. 

Now I cover this first because it’s the easiest and also because it worked 10 years ago, it 
works right now, and it will still work 10 years in the future… This is absolute 100% 
guaranteed to work. 

There is nothing more powerful than spreading your content across the Internet and driving 
traffic back to your site with links. 

One of the oldest, and most powerful, ways of driving traffic to your site is making your 
content available for syndication. 

... and it's a win-win situation. 

As the content provider, I get exposure in places I wouldn't have access to in any other way. 

... and for the site owner posting my content... 

They get solid content to add to their sites: giving their visitors greater depth and more 
information to satisfy their thirst for knowledge. 

I'm not just talking about submitting articles to article directories either... there are tons of 
other places you can syndicate your content to as well. 

From being a guest writer on someone else's blog to submitting your content to specific sites 
within your market, the possibilities are endless... 

Although I will approach things differently depending on where the content is being 
syndicated, my main goal is leading people back to my site. 

It's all about more and more links back to my site 

Links are the roadways of the Internet. 
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Just like the road you take when you go to visit your aunt or uncle, the links from one site to 
another are the roads visitors take to my site from the ones  I put my content on. 

Now when it comes to finding places to put my links, I'm mainly concerned with one thing:  

Places already getting exposure... 

Think about it. 

If you were going to pay for a billboard with your site's URL on it, you'd want one in a place 
with exposure – a heavily trafficked highway or outside a sports stadium – right? 

If I was going to advertise a “get your ex back” product in a men's magazine, I'd want to 
focus on those who already had the ear of the audience. 

Same goes for the sites I want to put up my content and links... 

I want to focus on those sites Google already says it likes by putting them at the top of their 
search results. 

One type of site Google really likes: 

Article Directories 

So, over the next few pages I'm going to reveal to you... 

 Why you should use article marketing 

 How to write articles the right way 

 Where to find places to host your articles      

 How to quickly and easily distribute your articles 

 Easy ways to recycle your articles 
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Article Marketing 

If you're not familiar with article marketing... here's a quick overview: 

Article marketing is a form of advertising where authors make their articles available for 
distribution and publication on other sites. 

In its oldest form, an business owner would write an article related to their business and offer 
for it to be published in local newspapers. 

In return, the newspaper prints the business' contact information at the end of the article to 
help them generate exposure for their business. 

With the growth of the Internet, article marketing has made its way into the online world as 
well. 

Unlike the offline world though... there are many different places I can publish my articles, 
from article directories to direct submission to sites in my market.  

A well-written, properly promoted article can be responsible for thousands of visitors to my 
site... and I'm not talking any old traffic either. 

Article marketing is ideally suited to building a medium-sized, but loyal, audience of repeat 
visitors. 

Why? 

My article gives me the chance to make a positive impression before the reader visits my site 
so I can pre-sell them with a useful article before I pre-sell them on the offer that will solve 
their problem. 

Another great thing about article marketing: It's almost instant traffic. 

With the right article targeting the right keywords, I can see traffic within just a few days of 
submitting my article. 

Not only is it almost instant traffic... I decide which keywords I'm targeting with my anchor 
text too. 
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If the keyword I want to rank for is “get my ex girl back”, I'll just use that as the anchor text 
at the end of the article to drive traffic back to my site and improve my search engine 
rankings at the same time (I talked about this in the market research book). 

That's one of the main reasons I like article marketing... it helps to build inbound links to my 
site for the keywords I choose. 

I also like it because it's a form of publicity... I get the word out about my site, which helps to 
increase my traffic in the long-term. 

This is especially true when I repeat the process of writing and syndicating articles to other 
sites.  Over time, the continued syndication of my articles will allow me to establish myself as 
an expert voice in the market.  So... as you can see:  

Article marketing is a powerful weapon 

Use it wisely and you can see massive results. 

Even though writing and submitting articles can be a powerful way to drive traffic to my site, 
it only happens when I get all the pieces of the puzzle right... 

 The headline or title of the articles 

 The introduction to your articles 

 The body of the articles 

 Your call to action in the articles 

 The resource box at the end of the articles 

 How to submit your articles 

So let me help you figure things out.   

Follow along over the next few pages while I put the pieces of the puzzle together into a 
smooth running article marketing machine.  
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UHeadline or Title U  

This is the most important part of my article. 

Think of it like the daily newspapers you see in New York or any other big city.  All of the little 
newspaper boxes lined up on the side of the road. 

All with just the front page headline to entice people to read them... 

Now, I know there will be those people who read the same paper each day... I'm not talking 
about those people. 

I'm talking about the person that wants to read something who doesn't already have a 
familiar choice to draw from.... 

When it comes to these people, the most influential factor in their decision will be the 
headlines used by each paper. 

... and that's how important the headline or title of your article will be too. 

That's why I'm listing it first even though I don't actually write it until everything else is 
already done. 

To find a title I'm happy with, I'll write a bunch of different headlines and then narrow them 
down to find the one that works best.  

 

I like to include the keywords I'm targeting whenever possible and stick with titles that 
summarize the core point of the article and grab the attention of the reader at the same time 
(something like the one above). 

If I'm having trouble getting the right one, I'll check out newspaper and magazine headlines 
to get a feel for what you should be doing. 

This is the #1 thing that's going to affect how often my article is read, so I'll end up spending 
most of time on this even through it's the fewest number of words I need to write. 
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UIntroduction 

Next to the headline, the introduction needs to be the strongest part of the article.   

While the headline grabs their attention, the introduction entices them to keep reading with a 
brief overview of what's to come... 

Most times I'll write this after the body of the article, just before the headline because it's 
going to tie the headline and body together. 

As such, I want my introduction to form a delicate balance between the two. 

It should continue to stimulate the interest gained with the headline and be compelling 
enough to motivate the reader to continue... 

I don't want to reveal too much in the introduction, otherwise people will not want to read 
the entire article. 

On the opposite end... I don't want to reveal too little as to not entice them enough to read 
the rest of the article. 

This is also where I'll introduce the problem for the first time so it's important to really get 
down to the core of what the problem is and how it's affecting the reader. 

I like the introduction to be concise and compelling at the same time, so I'll l usually make it 
no more than two short paragraphs at most to do that... 

Just as with the headline, I'll probably write out a few different options when it comes to the 
introduction before I'll find one I like. 

Once I find one that I think fits... I'll put it into the article and read through it to be sure it 
does its job right. 

After I'm happy that it's compelling and concise enough, I'll move onto the next step in the 
process... 
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UBody 

This is usually the first part of the article I write. 

It's the meat and potatoes of the article where I answer the Who, What, When, Where, Why, 
and How of the article... 

I'll use my keywords whenever possible and focus on the benefits because although the 
features of the offer or site I'm promoting are nice, I'm going to motivate people to click 
through to my site by focusing on the benefits. 

This is also where I'll use quotes and references to enhance what I'm saying, as well as 
position my HUunique selling proposition UH (USP) to set my article apart from the rest. 

The main thing on my mind when it comes to the body of my article is something I learned 
from Jimmy D. Brown. 

It's a concept called “Useful, but incomplete” 

What it means is... I want my article to provide useful, actionable information the reader can 
use right away, but I don't want it to be the complete answer to the problem. 

Let's say I wanted to write an article about getting your ex back and fixing broken 
relationships... 

A good useful, but incomplete approach would be to list 4 things you can do to win them 
back, but at the end of the article hint at a fifth that's so powerful I can't reveal it in the 
article itself. 

Then I'll link to my site where I reveal the fifth approach to winning them back and presell 
the offer I'm promoting. 

UCall To Action 

As I showed you in the quick example above, this is where I'm going to direct people back to 
my site. 

Depending on the submission rules of the site I'm distributing the article to, this can be part 
of the article itself or listed separately in its resource box. 

http://www.abraham.com/articles/How_To_Create_A_Unique_Selling_Proposition.html
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My call to action will be specific, but not too over the top... I don't want to turn the article 
into an advertisement. 

Using the “useful, but incomplete” method I talked about earlier is a great way to do that and 
it's the way I like to write my articles because I always seem to get the best results that way. 

... but I don't want to ruin that momentum at the end of my article. 

To make my resource box as effective as possible, I always include: 

 My name and title: This is the first thing in my resource box 

 My website address: I use the HUhttp://www.yourdomain.com UH format 

 Elevator pitch: The 1-to-3 sentences that describe my USP 

 Call-to-action: The reason why they should click through to your site 

As mentioned earlier, your call-to-action MUST entice the reader to visit your site and one of 
the best ways to do that is the “useful, but incomplete” method I just explained. 

Another way to do it though is to offer a free incentive: a free ebook, newsletter subscription, 
e-course... you name it. 

When you want people to do something, you'll have a much greater success rate when you 
give them a reason why and a free incentive is a great way to do that. 

Once you have your completed article ready to go, the last step is submitting it across the 
Internet to gain exposure for your site. 

USubmission 

This is probably the simplest part of the process, with very little margin for error. However, 
depending on how you approach it, it can be a little time consuming. 

Once my article has been written and edited, it's ready to blast out to the article directories. 

To do it the free way, basically you go to all the major article directory sites like 
HUEzineArticles UH, HUGoArticles UH, HUiSnareUH, HUIdeaMarketersUH and HUArticleAlleyUH, create an account 
(free) and then submit the article. 

http://www.yourdomain.com/
http://www.ezinearticles.com/#_blank
http://www.goarticles.com/#_blank
http://www.isnare.com/#_blank
http://www.ideamarketers.com/#_blank
http://www.articlealley.com/#_blank
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Here's how it looks using Ezine Articles... 

First, I'll go to members.ezinearticles.com and enter my email address and password to 
log into my account. 

 

After I've logged into my account, I'll select the "New Article" button to submit my article. 

 

When I do... I'll be taken to the Article Submission page. 

It's here where I'll enter my article title, article summary, article body, and resource box... as 
well as select the category and sub-category I want my article to appear in on the site. 

http://members.ezinearticles.com/
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Let's go over this page step-by-step using the 
"get your ex back" example I talked about... 

When submitting an article targeting this 
market, I'll select "Relationships" as the 
Category and "Conflict" as the Subcategory. 

Then I'll write the article body (including 
introduction), pick the keywords I want to 
target, and add my resource box. 

After everything else is ready to go, I'll write 
the title of the article and fill in the article 
summary too. 

Before I submit the article, I'll run a spell 
check and preview it to make sure everything  
looks alright. 

After I'm 100% sure everything is ready, I'll 
hit the "Submit This Article" button to send it 
for approval. 

... sounds easy, right? 

eZine Articles is without a doubt the most 
important article directory out there today. 

Without a doubt, it's the most important one 
because the articles I submit here normally 
show up on the first page of Google within a 
few days. 

But, of course... I'll be honest.   

It is going to take a while for you to submit 
your articles to each directory separately, and 
if you don't want to waste hours submitting 
articles, there is another option…  
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Article Submitter 

Article Submitter (free) is an article submission tool that helps automate a lot of the work I 
need to put into distributing my articles. 

Instead of visiting each site directly and manually entering my information into each field of 
the manual submission form, Article Submitter will auto-fill them for me. 

Then... all I need to do is click the "Submit" button and move onto the next site to repeat the 
process all over again. 

Although its paid versions do offer access to more article directories and speed up the 
submission process with a "one-click" submission feature... the free version works great too. 

Sure... I had to give up my name and email address to get it, but the hours of work I've 
saved with its auto-fill feature alone has been more than worth it. 

If you want to see how I use it... and the other tools and resources I talked about, watch as 
Jay covers them in the video at the end of this chapter. 

After I've submitted my articles to the article directories, I'll focus on recycling them into even 
more traffic...  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://articlesubmitter.imwishlist.com/
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Direct Submissions 

Other than the article directories, I'll also look for different sites related to my market who 
accept article submissions and get them to put my articles on their sites. 

To find these them, I'll search Google using the following phrases:  

 “root keyword” + “submit article” 

 “root keyword” + “submit content” 

 “root keyword” + “article submission” 

Then I'll visit the sites and contact the site owners to publish my articles on their site. 

But I don't stop there... even if the website doesn't promote they accept articles, it can't hurt 
to ask can it? 

Using Google again, I'll search with just the root keyword and visit each site looking for their 
contact information – most sites will have a Contact Us page or some other way to get a hold 
of them. 

If they don't you might want to put the domain into HUDomain Tools UH. 

Look for an email address in the domain registration information and ask if they would like to 
put up your article with a link back to your site and be sure to include the article so they can 
see how good it is... 

Obviously, you'll get website owners who want nothing to do with your offer... don't worry 
about them. 

Instead, focus your time and energy on those site owners who are open to the idea of 
posting your content on their sites. 

You could even end up with a more regular gig that way... either becoming a guest 
contributor to their site or setting up an arrangement where you regularly submit your 
content. 

 

 

http://www.domaintools.com/#_blank
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eBook Submissions 

This is a very quick, easy, and extremely powerful way to recycle your articles and get more 
traffic to your site... and it's really simple too! 

Just take a few of your articles, turn them into a PDF document, and then submit them to 
HUFree EbooksUH and HUGet Free Ebooks UH. 

It's best if the articles are related to each other in some way, so one of the easiest things you 
can do is take 3-5 different articles that talk about similar things and string them together 
into a Top 3 Tips PDF. 

Here's what I mean:  Let's say I have 3 articles talking about how to get your ex-girlfriend 
back... 

Since each article talks about a different thing the reader can do to get their ex-girl back, I 
can string them together into a PDF titled “3 Surefire Steps To Winning Your Ex-Girlfriend 
Back Today” and submit it to the free ebook sites I mentioned earlier. 

It just takes a little bit of creativity, some editing to make the articles flow together, and a 
HUPDF converterUH (free) to get the ball rolling... 

Just be sure to include a promotion at the end of the PDF hat either directs the reader to the 
offer through your affiliate link or sends them to your site where you can pre-sell them. 

 

 

UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

Remember you can drive traffic to just about anywhere you want… Often you 
can save yourself a lot of work by just directly linking to an affiliate offer (you 
don’t have to spend ages creating a landing page).  

Or you can use this traffic to build your email list by sending them to a squeeze 
page… Which is something I do and I highly recommend. Once you’ve got a big 
email list then you’ll have some serious traffic generating power on your hands. 

 

http://www.free-ebooks.net/#_blank
http://www.getfreeebooks.com/#_blank
http://www.youconvertit.com/#_blank
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Blog Carnivals 

These are actually pretty cool... 

A blog carnival collects together links pointing to blog articles on a particular topic, much like 
a magazine does. 

A blog carnival has a title, topic, and contributors... it's also typically available on a regular 
basis (every Monday or the last Friday of the month). 

Each edition of the blog carnival is a special blog post that contains links to all of the 
contributions that have been submitted, often with the editors remarks added to them. 

A blog carnival works like this:  I submit my article to be part of the blog carnival, the 
host publishes it to their blog, and links back to my site too. 

This gets me extra traffic, more exposure in the market, and some top quality back links 
too... what more could I ask for? 

Instead of just submitting my article to one blog carnival though, I like to find as many as I 
can...  

I've found using HUBlog CarnivalUH (free) is a great way to do that. 

I'll just visit Blog Carnival, search the site with my root keyword and find existing carnivals I 
can submit to.   

If I want, I can also look into hosting a issue of the blog carnival on my site as well. 

If I can't find an active carnival... I can even create a new one and announce it to other site 
owners for their submissions. 

... but honestly, that's a lot of work. 

So... my first choice most times is submitting articles to existing blog carnivals because I get 
the most benefit with the smallest amount of work. 

 

 

http://www.blogcarnival.com/#_blank
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Guest Blogging 

This is similar to direct submissions, but not exactly... 

Guest blogging lets me recycle my articles even more by putting my content on even more 
sites. 

Just as with direct submissions, I'll get my name and link at the end of each  post, but 
instead of recycling any old article... I'll save my very best content for when I guest blog. 

To find blogs to guest blog on, here's what I do: 

As I'll explain later... trackbacks and blog comments are a great way to drive traffic to my 
site. 

After I've made some insightful comments or trackbacks to someone's blog over a few days 
or weeks, I'll send them an email telling them how much I like their blog. 

I'll also try to connect on some other level too... favorite hobbies... music... you get the idea 
:) 

In most cases they'll write me back.  Some will even mention the comments and trackbacks 
I've been making, which is always I good sign they'll be open to letting me guest blog... 

Once I've broken the ice with them, I'll ask if I could guest blog on their site. 

If they say “Yes”, I'll check out their most popular posts to figure out what works for their 
audience and then re-purpose my articles to fit it. 

The easiest way to do that is to recycle the PDF ebook I created earlier by turning it back into 
text and submitting it to the blog owner as my guest post on their site. 

This way they get some great information to share with their audience and I don't have to 
spend hours writing new content... win-win. 
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UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

I can display a specific greeting message to visitors who reach my site from my 
guest blog posts using HUReferrer Detector UH (free). 

Something like this helps me interact with these referred visitors and start to 
build a better relationship with them (and in the process make more money)... 
right from the start! 

“Thanks for visiting from “Guest Blog Site Name”, I hope you liked my 
guest blog post on [guest blog post topic].  Feel free to check out the rest 
of my site for tons of great content you can use to [solve market 
problem]...” 

 

 

 

A really awesome side-benefit you can get from guest-blogging happens when the blog you 
post gets scraped. 

Scraping is the process of taking information from websites, mixing them together, and re-
posting them on another domain. 

It's a tactic mostly followed by get-rich-quick schemers who want to piggy-back other 
people's work and turn it into their own profits. 

This would normally be a bad thing... but not when you're a guest-blogger. 

The people who scrape content are lazy.  So lazy they don't even bother to strip out your 
anchor-text links. 

So when the guest blog post you submit gets scraped and put on another 500 sites... you'll 
have 500 more anchor-text backlinks to your site too. 

Don't you love when someone else does all the hard work for you?  

http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/referrer-detector/#_blank
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Tutorials 

This is a very under-rated and under-used method for recycling your articles. 

There are hundreds of websites you can submit your tutorials to, but I've only found one with 
lots of different subjects that gets solid results: 

HUInstructables U 

This is a do-it-yourself site filled with step-by-step instructions on a variety of topics. 

When you visit the site and click on the “Submit” link at the top of the site,  you'll be taken to 
a page where you can submit your new instructable: 

 
When you click on the “Submit New Instructable” button, you'll need to create an account 
before setting up your step-by-step guide. 

After you signup to create an account you can build your instructable with the steps you want 
people to follow. 

Going back to the “get your ex back” example, I'd take 5 different articles from my site and 
use them to create an instructable titled “5 Steps To Getting Your Girlfriend Back.”  

Each step would give the reader an overview of something different they can do to win back 
their girlfriend with a link back to the article on my site for a more in-depth explanation. 

At the end of the instructable I can either link to a squeeze page to get their  contact details 
or send them directly to the offer through my affiliate link. 

As I've shown you throughout this chapter, article marketing is a powerful way to drive traffic 
to your site. 

It's cheap... effective... and self-sustaining. 

http://www.instructables.com/#_blank
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That last part is the most important! 

After an article is written and submitted, not only does it stay on those sites I submitted it 
to... it's also there for anyone else to take and use on their own sites as well. 

This can help grow the amount of traffic I see from each article even more, especially when a 
site with lots of traffic decides to pick up my article and post it on their site. 

Most of the articles I submit end up generating a stable, consistent amount of traffic to my 
sites, so repeating the process over and over only helps to drive more and more traffic. 

Let's say I have 10 articles promoting my site and on average, each article generates 50 
visitors a month to my site.  Over the course of a month, I'll get 500 visitors to my sites from 
these articles, but what if I had 20 articles... or even 100 articles? 

Just adding another 10 articles would double the number of visitors to 1,000 per month, so 
it's definitely a process I can repeat again and again. 

To see how I do it, just check out the next video and watch over my shoulder as I recycle my 
article into ebooks and tutorials like I just described. 

 

Watch Video #6: 

Article Marketing 
 

Once I've recycled my articles into other forms of text, I can recycle them one more time into 
an entirely different format... 

Videos 

Before we get to that though, let's quickly recap what we've got with the syndication 
marketing tactics you're going to use. 
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To dominate your market with Syndication Marketing, you need to: 

 Craft a headline or title that grabs the reader's attention, stopping them dead in their 
tracks to read your article. 

 Write an introduction that compels them to read more about the problem and/or 
solution you talk about in the article. 

 Put out the meat and potatoes in the body of your article by answering who, what, 
when, where, why, and how for your readers 

 Use the "useful, but incomplete" method to provide solid content, yet hold back on the 
prime rib - so to speak :) 

 Create an effective resource box that includes my name, title, website address, 
elevator pitch, and call to action to entice the reader to click on my link 

 Submit my articles to 85 different article directories using Article Submitter 

 Scope out other sites in your market who will feature your articles on their sites and 
capture some of their audience in the process 

 Combine your articles into a PDF ebook and submit it to Free Ebooks and Get Free 
Ebooks. 

 Leverage the power of blog carnivals by gaining more backlinks and traffic when 
submitting my articles to existing carnivals 

 Find other blogs and sites in my market, start a relationship with blog trackbacks and 
comments, then a setup a guest blog post to drive even more traffic to my sites 

 Re-purpose my articles as tutorials on Instructables and direct readers to my affiliate 
offers or site if I want to presell them first 

Targeting the right keywords I've been able to make a killing the last few months adding just 
these tactics to my toolbox.   

But of course, we are FAR from done.  Let’s talk about how to recycle your article into videos 
too... 
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Chapter Two: Video Marketing 
 
Another way I can recycle my articles is by turning them into videos and submitting them to 
video sharing sites like HUYouTube UH, HUDailyMotion UH, and HUviddler UH. 

I'll get to how to do that in just a moment. 

But first... 

Let's discuss why online videos are so important. 

Well... first of all, it gives you a great way to connect with your audience. 

Through video, your visitors can experience your marketing in 2 dimensions – sight and 
sound – rather than one. 

Engaging more senses can only help in your effort to build trust and loyalty with your 
audience, so video is a great way to build an instant bond. 

Why do you think I use it myself? 

To be honest... most of the stuff I put on video could easily be put on paper, but I know it's 
better to use video to engage my audience. 

I mean... I don't really do much more than sit in front of a camera and talk and that's leaps 
and bounds better than what I can get out of plain text. 

Then there's the viral factor. 

Using the free software tool I'm going to let you in on, you can spread your videos across 
multiple online video sharing sites. 

These sites will help to distribute your content even more with their easy share features. 

I mean... just look at the Share Options available on YouTube... 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.dailymotion.com/
http://www.viddler.com/#_blank
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Facebook pages... MySpace pages... Live Spaces... Twitter posts... Personal blogs... Email 
forwards... you name it. 

 

Heck... there's even an “Autoshare” feature you can try that automatically shares your 
YouTube stuff on Facebook, Twitter, and Google Reader. 

... and that's not even talking about what you can do to spread your videos across the 
Internet.  Don't worry... I'll get to that in a minute.   

First though, let's talk about how you can quickly and easily create some stunning videos to 
drive traffic back to your site. 
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Video Creation 

As far as I'm concerned, there are 2 types of videos you can create... 

 #1 – ULive action U: Me sitting at the table or on the couch... maybe   
 something more flashy like Frank Kern does, you get the idea. 

 #2 – UScreen capsU: Recording my computer screen as I present a  
 slideshow presentation or show how to do something... say finding   
 great deals at coupon sites like HUFatWalletUH. 

No matter which type you choose, you can use this simple video creation technique I learned 
from a good friend of mine to create great videos fast. 

If you remember at the beginning of this chapter, I talked about recycling your articles into 
online videos.  Well... here's how you can do it: 

UVideo Creation Process 
 

  UStep #1U: Copy and paste my article into a text editor. 
 
  UStep #2U: Separate each sentence with a blank line. 
 
  UStep #3U: Save the modified article as a text file. 
 
  UStep #4U: Open a slideshow presentation program like  
  PowerPoint and choose File --> Open to find the text file I just  
  saved a moment ago. 
 
  UStep #5U: Align the article sentence to the center of the slide  
  by selecting "Title Slide Layout" 
 
  UStep #6U: Record my slideshow presentation with HUCamStudioUH  
  (free) or HUCamtasia UH (paid) and save it as a .avi file to my  
  computer.  If I'm going with a screen cap video... I'll stop here. 
 
  UStep #7U: Playback the slideshow recording (without sound)  
  and record myself presenting the material as a live action shot. 
 

http://www.fatwallet.com/#_blank
http://www.camstudio.org/#_blank
http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.asp#_blank
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That's it. 

Instead of trying to come up with some huge script or trying to create a music video... I like 
to keep it simple. 

Yes... you can go all Frank Kern and get in your car and have some cool music and quick 
flashes of the beach and surfing, but you don't need to. 

You can get great results just from recycling your articles into slideshow presentations and 
then recording a live action shot of you going through it. 

... and don't think you can skip a step either. 

 I tried to just wing it and recorded myself going over an article once. 

Yes... just once. 

 No matter how hard I tried it always sounded like I was reading the   
 article... and  I ended up sounding more like a robot than a human being. 

 It wasn't until I scraped the idea of live action and started doing slideshow 
 presentations that I realized breaking down the article like that really helps. 

So... I hope you can see why you need to take that extra step. 

You can even submit the screen cap version separately if you want.   

Why not? 

It's still good content and some people might prefer that version anyways. 

Speaking of which... 

There are a few things I always remember to do when it comes to getting my videos ready 
for submission... I'll let you in on them now. 

First thing I do is add a link back to my site on my profile page. 

After I create an account at each of the video sharing sites, I'll quickly add some information 
to my profile page (who I am... what I do) with a link back to my site for even more info... 
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Next... I will put a link back to my site in the description of every video I put up on 
the site. 

Nothing too fancy either... 

Just give viewers a simple description of what your video is about and let them know they 
can visit your site for even more information. 

Something like... 

 If you want to rebuild your relationship with your ex girl, take    
 the next 6 minutes for yourself and... 

 Watch as I reveal 4 things you can do today to win back     
 your ex girl before she gets snatched up by someone else! 

 ... and if you want to learn more: 

 Visit Get Your Ex Girl Back Today to learn the 5 things you're  
 probably already doing to push her away: 

 HUhttp://www.getyourexgirlbacktoday.comU 

... would probably do the trick. 

That's just off the top of my head anyways, I'm not currently in this market...  

I'm just trying to show you how I would use these tactics and the easiest way to do that is 
with examples like these. 

Not to leave you empty-handed though... 

I did find some good examples of videos in this market that are already following these 
principles. 

You can check them out for yourself to see what I'm talking about and be inspired to create 
your own... 

HUGreat Screen Cap VideoUH HUSimple Live Action VideoUH 

http://www.getyourexgirlbacktoday.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3kNy_FfXcM#_blank
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OX3gxlFqLf4&NR=1#_blank
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If I was going to create a video for this market, I would do something like those ones... HUand 
this UH... and maybe HUthis really weird one tooUH. 

 

 

UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

As you see in almost all of those videos, I like to put my website URL, along with 
a call-to-action, at the end of my videos to motivate viewers to visit my site. 

For branding purposes, I also like to use Camtasia to add a watermark to the 
video... usually in the bottom left corner. 

 

  

Properly tagging my videos is also very important. 

This is something I don't see a lot of people doing, but it's very effective. 

All I do is search YouTube or any of the other sites using my root keyword.   

I'll find lots of videos related to the market I'm targeting this way, but I only want to pay 
attention to the ones with lots of views. 

When I find one, I'll click on it and then copy the 
tags they put in their video description. 

In fact... I'll do that for each of the top videos I find 
related to my market. 

Why? 

Using the same tags as their videos greatly increases the chances my video will show up as a 
Related Video to theirs, which can get my video a lot of traffic... especially when the video 
gets lots of views itself. 

... but that's the only thing I'll do with these popular videos.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THyin19VBko&feature=related#_blank
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THyin19VBko&feature=related#_blank
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKPCSooepPI&feature=fvw#_blank
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I can also post my videos as responses to the popular ones in my market, but I can only do 
that after my videos have already been created. 

After my video has been recorded, I can move onto the next step... submitting it to video 
sharing sites like YouTube and MetaCafe. 

Now... although I could manually upload each of my videos to each video site separately, it 
would be a waste of my time given the tools available. 

Especially since I don't even have to pay for it... 
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Video Submission  

To submit my videos when they're ready, I'll head over to HUTube MogulUH (free signup), log into 
my account, and upload my video.  

If you don't already have one, the accounts are free and it's real easy to HUsignup UH. 

Uploading a video to TubeMogul is also very, very easy. 

After you login, just select “Upload a video” from the menu on the right side of the page and 
then click the “Browse” button to find your video file. 

 

Once I've picked my file, I can customize the submission on the next page...  

The title... description... tags I want to use... and the category too. 

All of the information the online video sharing sites need from me to submit my videos to 
them is completed with this form. 

So... I'll create an attention-grabbing headline and video description using the tips I talked 
about in the first chapter on Article Marketing, and when all of that information is filled out... 

I'll hit the “Upload” button to go to the next page. 

http://www.tubemogul.com/#_blank
http://www.tubemogul.com/signup#_blank
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This is where I'll enter the username and password for each of my video sharing accounts at 
YouTube, DailyMotion, Metacafe, and more... 

 

Once I've entered my account details for each site, I'll click the “Yes, store them” button 
under the “Save Credentials” section and hit the “Launch!” button to finish the upload. 

After I hit the “Launch!” button... the site will update to show the status of my uploads for 
each site, including the time the video was successfully uploaded to the site. 

Once my account shows the videos have been successful uploaded to the video sharing sites 
I targeted, I can move onto the next tactics I use to gain even more exposure for my videos. 

Just as I can recycle my article into tutorials and guest blog posts, I can also get some extra 
attention for my videos by using them as responses to other videos and embedding them on 
other sites too... 
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Video Responses 

This is so simple to do, I can't believe more people aren't doing it. 

Here's what I do... 

Underneath each video is a section titled “Video Responses” with a link on the right that says 
“Post a Video Response.” 

 
I'll click on that link and then select “Choose a Video” to pick the video I want to use as my 
response... 
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After I've posted my video response, I can go back to the original video page to see my video 
listed in the Video Responses section. 

This is one of the easiest ways to divert traffic to my videos... it's responsible for thousands 
of extra visitors to my videos... and thousands of dollars in extra sales too! 

That's literally all it takes. 

Just a few extra steps after I've already uploaded my video with TubeMogul and I can 
position my videos right below the competition. 

Now every time someone watches my competitors videos they see mine right there too. 

It only takes me a minute or so to do this and every time I'm surprised by the results... it's an 
almost instant boost for my video. 

That's why it's become a regular part of my process. 

Whenever I create a new video, the first thing I do after uploading it with TubeMogul is go 
back to the related videos I used to figure out my tags and post my video as a response to 
theirs. 

... but I won't stop there. 

When it comes to squeezing every video view I can out of my videos, I also like to embed my 
videos wherever I can... 
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Embedding Videos 

This is a really cool way to get some extra views for your videos to promote them even 
further... 

Every time your video is viewed, YouTube counts it as another view for your video...and I'm 
not talking about views that happen on just YouTube either. 

If someone posts your video on their blog and 1,000 of their visitors watch it... that's an extra 
1,000 views for you video. 

Although anyone can use the easy-sharing options to distribute your video across the 
Internet, there's nothing that says you can't do it too. 

So... what I like to do is put my videos up wherever I can. 

... and I'm not even talking about just embedding videos to my social networking and web2.0 
sites like Facebook and Squidoo – which I'll definitely do as well. 

I'm talking about the sites like these who let me embed my videos directly on their pages...  

  HUFlixya UH   HUMyVidsterUH   HUMeFeediaU 

  HUNow PublicUH   HUWonder How ToUH  HUVodPod U 

Most of the sites work the same way, so I'll just go over a quick example using MyVidster so 
you can get the idea how it works. 

After logging into MyVidster account, I'll pick the “Add” tab to share the video link I'd like to 
add to embed – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 

I'll hit the “Retrieve Video” button and when I do... I'll see this page: 

http://www.flixya.com/#_blank
http://www.myvidster.com/#_blank
http://www.mefeedia.com/add.php#_blank
http://www.nowpublic.com/#_blank
http://www.wonderhowto.com/#_blank
http://vodpod.com/#_blank
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Since I will have already optimized all of the different sections when I uploaded the video 
with TubeMogul, I'll just hit the “Save” button to embed the video to MyVidster. 

That's it... now my video will be embedded on MyVidster too! 

 

 

UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

Another place I like to embed my videos is: HUNing U 

Ning has lots of social networking communities built around different niche 
topics, so it's just a matter of finding one that  matches my market and 
submitting my video. 

 

  

Since it's easier to see this process in action rather than just reading the words, watch over 
my shoulder as I find videos to respond to and embed them into other sites too... 

http://www.ning.com/#_blank
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Watch Video #7: 

Video Marketing 
 

Once I've found a few videos to respond to and embedded my videos on a few sites, I'll also 
embed them into the web2.0 sites I talk about in the next traffic tactics. 

Before we get to that though, let's quickly recap what we've done here with the video 
marketing tactics you're going to use. 

To dominate your market with Video Marketing, you need to: 

 Create a stunning slideshow presentation by breaking up your existing articles 
sentence-by-sentence 

 Record the slideshow presentation using CamStuido or Camtasia either as a screen 
capture or live action shot 

 Create your accounts at the video sites and add a link back to site in your profile page  

 Use TubeMogul to submit your video to the video sharing sites 

 Search YouTube using your root keyword to find videos, copy the tags they put in their 
video descriptions, and paste them into TubeMogul 

 Select the video sites you want to upload your video to and hit the "Start" button 

 Go to YouTube, find videos similar or related to yours, and post your video as a 
response to them 

 Take the embed code given to you by the video site and paste it to your website, 
web2.0 pages, Ning, and other sites like Flixya and MyVidster 

Just these few small steps and you can turn your articles into stunning videos that drive 
traffic to your site 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

... and although other marketers might stop there, I'm still not done. 
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Chapter Three:  
Social Network Marketing 
 
When it comes to online social networks, there isn't just one type I can focus on... 

Just as there are radio, television, and print channels I can use to promote myself in the 
offline world, there are many online choices too. 

Except these sites are free, don't have limits on the number of accounts you can have, and 
get lots of Google love at the top of the search engines. 

In fact... 

Next to article directories and authority likes (niche sites and larger ones like wikipedia), 
social network sites are some of the most respected sites. 

This is definitely something I like to use to my advantage... 

Why? 

To be honest... 

I own Google for the keywords I'm sniping with these sites 

I'm talking the first 20-50 listings in some cases... absolute Google domination. 

... and my Yahoo! and Bing stats aren't too shabby either. 

So, let me tell you exactly how to build and promote your presence in the social network 
space around your market... 
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Web 2.0 Sites 

Just as there are hundreds of article directories willing to display your articles on their sites... 

There are tons of these sites you can put your content on 

But... what's a HUweb 2.0UH site, you ask? 

 “A Web 2.0 site allows its users to interact with other users or to change website 
 content, in contrast to non-interactive websites where users are limited to the 
 passive viewing of information that is provided to them.” 

I'm talking about sites like HUSquidooUH, HUHubpages UH, HUtumblr UH, HUBlogger UH and many, many others 
who let me put my content and links up on their sites to drive traffic back to mine. 

Well... that's how I use it anyways, although I'm sure there are people who use it for fun and 
not to make boatloads of money every month :) 

Since the steps you'll take to display your content on these web 2.0 sites is pretty much the 
same no matter which site you target first, I'm going to go through a quick example using 
Squidoo to show you how this works... 

 
To create my Squidoo lens, I'll click on the “Start Building” button.  When I do that, I'll be 
taken to a page where I can create a new account...  

UNOTE U:  I'll create a new account each time I build a new lens to keep everything separate.  
Plus, it's best for link-building that way anyways. 

Then I'll follow the simple steps to creating my lens... 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0#_blank
http://www.squidoo.com/#_blank
http://www.hubpages.com/#_blank
http://www.tumblr.com/#_blank
http://www.blogger.com/#_blank
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 Tell Squidoo what my lens is about 

 Choose a goal for my page 

 Create a title, set my URL and pick a category 

 Setup the keywords I'm going to target 

 Choose how I want to receive my royalties 

 Edit my lens to include all of the cool content I want to feature... 

... as for the cool content I want to feature in my lens? 

I like to keep it simple. I'll do a Google Search to find different content I can include with the 
best stuff I have from my own sites and articles. 

YouTube videos... forum comments... articles from article directories...  

UStep #1U: Go to HUGoogle UH and search my root keyword 

 

 

http://www.google.com/#_blank
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UStep #2U: Find videos and forum comments 

 
First, I need to click on the “Show options” link:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                 

When I do, I'll get to see all of the different ways I can slice and 
dice my search using Google... 

I like to see the video results at the top of the results for this 
market as we did on the last page, but I can also drill down directly 
into videos when I'm not so lucky with other niches I go after. 

The blogs and forums options are really nice too... lots of 
comments and great content I can feature. 

I can also filter the results by time to find content that's really fresh 
and up-to-date: 

            Past hour 

            Past 24 hours 

            Past week  

            Past year  

            Specific date range 

Whatever I can find... I'll put up on my web2.0 sites.   

Only thing is... I don't want to put the same content on each site, 
so I'll mix and match the content across the entire network to really 
take things up another level. 

... and there's lots more where that came from... 
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UStep #3U: Use Google Wonder Wheel to expand keyword variances 

You see that other link... HUWonder wheelUH?   

I really like to use it to figure out which other keywords Google says are related to my root 
keyword. 

If I'm having trouble finding enough content to put up on my web2.0 sites, I can search 
again using the 
keywords I get from 
Wonder wheel: 

See the ones with the 
red circles around 
them? 

I can dig further into 
those phrases to reveal 
even more content (and 
keyword variances) I 
can use in my 
marketing. 

I'll also include my own content on the 
Squidoo lens... of course I will :) 

Throughout the lens I'll have links to my 
other content... specifically my articles and 
other web2.0 sites. 

Unlike most other marketers though, I 
don't just link directly to my site from all of 
my web2.0 sites. 

Instead, I've found great success using a 
linking strategy I'll reveal in just a 
moment... 

But first...  

http://www.google.ca/search?q=get%20ex%20girl%20back&hl=en&client=firefox-a&rlz=1R1GGGL_en___CA345&tbo=1&output=search&tbs=ww:1#_blank
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Which web2.0 sites do I use other than Squidoo? 

Honestly, there are tons of these sites... and Google can love them one day, hate them the 
next. 

Plus... the sites themselves can make changes that make me love them or hate them - like 
changing from dofollow to nofollow links... (VERY IMPORTANT because if it changes to what’s 
known as “no follow” links, we won’t get any SEO benefits from doing it whatsoever). 

However, at the time of writing, these are all the best sites you’ll want to use and that Google 
considers the most important (the most important ones are at the top, and the “lesser” sites 
that you should only use if you’re not lazy are toward the bottom). 

HubPages 

Following on the heels of Squidoo, HubPages offers a revenue-sharing model similar to 
Squidoo that splits Google Adsense revenues with writers.  But... don't think you can just 
copy and paste your Squidoo lens into a HubPage because it's HubScore system will penalize 
it as duplicate content. 

Blogger 

Owned by Google itself, Blogger.com pages continue to show up in millions of search results... 
and usually close to the top :)  I mean, why wouldn't Google want to help boost another one 
of its sites into the Top 10 Most Visited? 

Wordpress 

Not to be confused with the Wordpress blogging software you download, Wordpress.com 
offers the same easy-to-use interface without having to host the software on your own 
domain.  Google likes Wordpress blogs (that's why I use it)... so you shouldn't be surprised to 
find pages from Wordpress.com at the top of the search engines too! 

tumblr 

This site offers a micro-blogging platform that's basically a mix between Twitter and 
Wordpress.  People can follow me like on Twitter, help my posts go viral using the "reblog" 
button, and tell me they like my posts by hitting the "like" button. 
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Weebly 

While other web2.0 sites like Squidoo and HubPages have different modules you can insert 
into your pages, Weebly offers a free drag and drop website editor that's more like a new 
version of Geocities than anything else. 

Zimbio 

Zimbio is an online magazine publisher who lets users build interactive webzines, or web 
magazines, on the topic of their choice.  With more than 20 million readers a month, there 
are tons of eyeballs you can capture... especially if the market is entertainment related. 

LiveJournal 

Although it originally existed in another form as early as 1999, it wasn't until Six Apart 
purchased the site that it become an open-source virtual community where users could have 
their own blogs, journals, or diaries. 

instablogs 

Instablogs uses the power of mainstream media by hosting and aggregating news from 
around the globe... and it also harnesses the power of the people to fill into pages with their 
unique, original articles. 

Blogsome 

Similar to Blogger, Blogsome lets you host a blog on their site as a sub-domain off their main 
site (yourblog.blogsome.com).  Although not as popular as Blogger, it's still a great option to 
add to your marketing mix. 

Vox 

Vox has more social networking elements than the other web2.0 sites I've mentioned, 
allowing you to connect with Facebook for example, but doesn't offer as many editing options 
for its themes as the others. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoCities
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WetPaint 

Similar to Squidoo with its lenses and tumblr with is tumbelogs, WetPaint offers users the 
ability to create their own wiki on the site as a sub-domain (yourwiki.wetpaint.com).  An 
added benefit: you can create custom URLs and integrate WetPaint into your site. 

wikispaces 

A wiki farm like WetPaint, wikispaces lets users host their own wikis on a variety of topics as a 
sub-domain on the wikispaces site.  Offering both free and paid options, wikispaces lets you 
start out small and grow into a bigger presence after you've had some success. 

Xanga 

With more than 40 million users worldwide, Xanga lets members build their own page on the 
site made up of a weblog, photoblog, videoblog, audioblog, and microblog.  Long story short: 
Xanga lets you create stunning blogs filled with any type of content you choose. 

Ning 

A little bit different than the rest, Ning lets you create your own social network rather than a 
lens, hubpage, tumblelog, or wiki... which is why you'll benefit from building a Ning and 
letting others create accounts, post content, and share it with others. 

As you can see, that's a pretty big list of sites... and I'm only scratching the surface here. 

Once I've built the first web2.0 page, I'll move onto the next... and the next... and the next 
until I have 4-6 of them I can link together into a link wheel. 

Before I get into that... I have a confession. 

To be completely honest with you... 

It’s going to take UFOREVERU to create these web2.0 pages! 

... and that's not even talking about when you go back to add more content as you continue 
to promote them to USTAY U at the top of the search engines. 

So... instead of wasting hours... even days... building these pages, I had 2 choices: 

http://www.wetpaint.com/page/social-publishing
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 1. Hire someone to do it 

 2. Use tools to help automate the process 

Although I ultimately decided to do both, I started looking for a tool to help automate the 
process first. 

After I found the tool, I hired someone and trained them to use it so I don't even have to 
touch the software when building these pages. 

In fact... I already mentioned this tool earlier during the Research Methods section... 

SEnuke 

HSENuke (7-day free trial) is a search engine optimization tool that helps me dominate the 
search engine listings for my chosen keywords. 

Using its Article Directory Nuke I can submit to top article directories like GoArticles, 
EzineArticles, Article Dashboard, iSnare, and Articles Base. 

Using its Video Nuke I can submit my videos to the big video sharing sites like YouTube, 
DailyMotion, Google Video, and Veoh. 

... and using its Social Network Nuke I can create and manage hundreds of web2.0 accounts 
on the sites I just mentioned... and do it in hours, rather than days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.trafficultimatum.com/uses/senuke
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Link Wheels 

Once I've built my web2.0 sites I can link them together in a way that actually helps boost 
my rankings, especially considering the recent updates Google has made regarding link 
wheels. 

When link wheel first become popular, you could setup a simple link wheel  like this: 

 

UProblem U:  This link wheel was easy to detect and single out. 

UResultU:  These basic link wheels no longer work… Google’s not stupid. 

To combat the changes Google made, link wheels progressed into a double wheel structure. 

A double link wheel is made up of 10-to-12 web2.0 sites used in such a way as to create 2 
separate link wheels that drive link juice to both “Your Site” in the middle and one of your 
web2.0 sites. 

A double link wheel focused around your own site and Squidoo lens would look like this: 
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UProblem U:  This link wheel was still too easy to figure out. 

UResultU:  These double link wheels no longer work. 

Now I’m not even going to waste your time like so many of the other teachers in our 
marketplace have… they do not work. Believe me, I’ve tried it several times. 

But hold on a minute, link wheels do still work, but just not in their old form. 

Which brings us to today... and man you’re probably going to kill me… 

The Random Link Wheel 

Instead of setting up link wheels in a manner that could eventually be tracked and penalized 
by Google, the random link wheel slides under the radar... and stays that way. 

At the end of each article, I'll use the #randurls# placeholder in SEnuke to put random links 
to the other articles, pages, and sites in my project. 

This way I'll still benefit from interlinking my articles, web2.0 pages, and other properties 
without having to worry about Google figuring out what I'm doing and shutting it down. 
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Here's how I do it... 

UStep #1U:  I'll scroll down to the bottom of my article, right-click on my mouse in a blank 
section of the text area, and select the “Add URLs from URL Manager (#randurls# tag) like 
this: 

 

UStep #2U:   I'll answer these simple questions to fill out the random link details... 

 Number of links? Personally... I use 2 links at the end. 

 Anchor text? Enter 1 for yes, 0 for no. 

 Separate with? Put comma, new line, or line separator.  

 Group name? Only use links from a specific project.   

UStep #3U:   I'll hit the “OK” button and SEnuke will insert the random link code into my 
article. 

If I selected 2 links, anchor text, separated by a line, and the getyourexback group, the code 
I get from SEnuke would be: 

#randurls[2|1|newline|getyourexback]# 

... and at the end of my articles, SEnuke puts 2 random links from within the “getyourexback” 
group, separated by a line, including the anchor text I assign to those URLs. 
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If I want to check and see which keywords I've assigned to a group of URLs created by 
SEnuke, I'll open up the URL Manager to find out: 

 

Instead of having two links with the same anchor text, my links will be attached to both 
keywords I want to target with the article (get my ex back | get my ex girl back). 

If I want to add more keywords, I'll just use the | separator to add more and more variations. 

If I'm stumped finding keywords that are similar to my root keyword, I'll refer back to the 
keyword variances I found on page 49. 

Once I've built my web2.0 sites and link wheel, I can focus on bookmarking and submitting 
all of the pages and articles I've created up until now. 

To be honest... you can actually think of it as another layer of the link wheel concept I just 
explained. 

You can even get your bookmark accounts to show up on the first page of Google for your 
keywords using the methods I'm going to teach you. 

So follow along as I show you how to set it all up... 
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Bookmark & Submit  

OK... 

So, nothing really hard or difficult about this section. 

To be honest, the hardest thing about bookmarking and submitting your content: 

It's bloody time-consuming... 

Why? 

Well... it takes a while to bookmark and submit all of your content, especially if you already 
have quite a lot of it out there. 

But it's worth it... 

Oh man, is it worth it! 

In case you've never heard of it before, social bookmarking happens when someone 
bookmarks a website to a public location (website) and tags that bookmark with different 
keywords for quick reference in the future. 

Social bookmarking dates back just a few years when some of the more popular social 
bookmarking sites like HUdigg UH, HUdel.icio.us UH, HUSimpyUH, and HUFurlUH were established. 

In the past, the sites that you found interesting enough to bookmark were relegated to your 
own Internet browser... but not anymore. 

In today's web 2.0 world, people everywhere are now able to share the sites they find 
interesting with others. 

... and the number of sites accepting these bookmarks are changing at an alarming pace. 

New ones are added... old ones die out... some sites even make changes to their submission 
process. 

It's still a relatively new marketing tool,  
so things are constantly changing...                    

http://www.digg.com/#_blank
http://del.icio.us/#_blank
http://www.simpy.com/#_blank
http://www.furl.net/#_blank
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The problem is... it can be a full-time job keeping up with all of the changes.   

Instead of wasting my time or hiring someone to do, I searched around for some automated 
tools I could use to help me out... 

There were tons of different options. 

Some were free... others I had to pay for.  Some worked great... and others sputtered out of 
the gate. 

On one hand, I was most impressed with HUSocial MarkerUH (free). 

The process of submitting my bookmarks is simple... 

 Go to Social Marker 

 Enter bookmark details in the box provided and 
shown to the right  

 Select the social bookmarking sites you want to 
submit to... 

 Social Marker offers 48 total 
bookmarking sites, 18 of which allow 
Dofollow links 

 Hit the “Submit” button 

That's it... 

Being a free service, Social Marker doesn't have the bells and whistles available with most 
paid options. 

Although it's a great tool to use if you only have a few pages to bookmark, it can become 
quite time-consuming when you have to submit 100 pages for your articles, blog posts, 
web2.0 sites... and more. 

To automate the process as much as possible, I searched for a paid solution to help me do 
the job. 

http://www.socialmarker.com/#_blank
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... and that's when I found HUBookmarking Demon UH (paid). 

 

The biggest problems I had with most other social bookmarking tools... 

 Most of the tools are designed to spam the bookmarking sites 

 Some of the tools only work for a limited number of sites 

 Ridiculously expensive monthly fees to use the tool 

 They submit duplicate content to the bookmarking sites  

... and that last one can be a HUGE problem because most other tools use the same title, 
tags, and description across multiple bookmarking sites. 

This duplicate content will result in the search engines totally ignoring your bookmarking 
links... what a waste! 

With Bookmarking Demon, I can create as many accounts as I want at more than 100 
different social bookmarking sites – all I have to do is just fill in the blanks and hit “OK!” 

When it comes time to bookmark my pages... all I have to do is add the URL to Bookmarking 
Demon at it takes care of the rest. 

It automatically loads my title, tags, and description from my meta tag information.... 
everything is done for me. 

Plus... I can randomize my titles, tags, and descriptions to avoid the duplicate content penalty 
I just told you about. 

Heck... I don't even have to enter individual pages URLs if I don't want. 

Bookmarking Demon comes with a Domain Crawler. 

http://www.bookmarkingdemon.com/#_blank
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So I'll just enter my website URL and it will crawl all of the links from it, automatically load 
my titles, tags, and descriptions, and then bookmark everything for me too. 

Plus... I don't have to waste hours bookmarking my other content either. 

Instead of having to manually bookmark the pages of my web2.0 sites and articles, I like to 
use RSS Crawler to watch my RSS feeds for me. 

Whenever a new item is added to the feed, RSS Crawler will see it and bookmark it for me... 
totally hands-free. 

I can even Uschedule my bookmarksU so they're spread out over time rather than submitting 
them all at once and looking like a spam account. 

If that wasn't enough... I can even use Bookmarking Demon's RSS Camouflage feature to 
protect my account from being banned for self-promotion. 

 

 

UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

Don't forget to bookmark your Ezine Articles... I've found it's a great way to get 
featured in their “Most Viewed” section. 

Just take the URL of your article and bookmark it as I've just described with 
Bookmarking Demon. 

Post it to your Twitter... Facebook... web2.0 sites... anywhere you can pull a link 
back to the article... do it! 

Doing this will definitely increase the views your article gets, putting it into the 
“Most Viewed” section... meaning a link to your article will be put on thousands 
of articles on the site. 

Talk about building a massive number of backlinks... this is how you do it. 
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Now... 

Although I can blast my pages to 100 different social bookmarking sites with Bookmarking 
Demon, most of those sites don't have dofollow links. 

But... what are do follow links, you say? 

To put it simply... 

Do follow links are links from one site to another that pass a pagerank boost to the site they 
are linking to. 

In this case... your site gets a pagerank boost from being linked to by HUthese high pagerank 
sites UH. 

So... if I want to just focus on those social bookmarking sites that have do follow links, I have 
another option – good ole’ HSENuke (7-day free trial). 

I'll still get to spin my bookmarking titles and descriptions to trick Google into thinking each 
bookmark was submitted by a different person. 

Plus... I will instantly gain 22 high pagerank backlinks with the promise of targeted traffic in 
the future from these very busy social bookmarking sites. 

One of the sites SEnuke bookmarks to has do follow links from a PR9 site! 

Add in all the other things it can do and you can see why SEnuke is my first, and only, pick 
for promoting my sites... 

After I've bookmarked all of my content... it's time to submit my RSS feeds. 

RSS is Really Simple Syndication   

It's a standardized format, similar to HTML, responsible for delivering regularly updated 
content to anyone who subscribes to it as an RSS feed. 

Whenever a new item is added to an RSS feed, all of its subscribers are immediately notified 
of its update and able to view the new item... usually with the help of as RSS reader like 
HUGoogle ReaderUH. 

http://www.squidoo.com/dofollow#_blank
http://www.squidoo.com/dofollow#_blank
http://www.trafficultimatum.com/uses/senuke
http://www.google.com/reader/#_blank
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The idea behind submitting your RSS feed is similar to bookmarking... 

By submitting my RSS feed to the numerous directories, I'm letting the search engine knows 
my site exists.   

Plus... I'm also giving them an easy way to keep track of any updates I make too. 

So, as soon as my site is built I'll submit my feed with HUFeedShotUH (paid). 

As soon as my article is live in the article directory... I'll submit my RSS feed with FeedShot. 

As soon as my web2.0 site is ready... I'll submit my RSS feed with FeedShot. 

... you get the picture :) 

If there's an RSS feed to be found... I'll submit it. 

Only problem is: My favorite free service isn't free anymore...  

FeedShot used to have a free submission service, but the service became very popular with 
spammers and had to be shut down in favor of the current premium submission service which 
costs $1.99 per feed. 

When you're talking about 25-50 RSS feeds per keyword you target, it can get real expensive, 
real quick. 

Although I did try using HUFeedSubmitter UH (free) a few times, I really found it be a huge waste 
of time compared to what I could get done with SEnuke. 

That doesn't mean you can't check it out for yourself to see how it works. 

Like I said... these methods are 100% free. 

You don't need to invest in any of the automation tools that make your life easier and help 
you do things faster :) 

But if you're interested in that kind of thing... you might be surprised to know that HSENuke 
(7-day free trial) can help with your RSS feed submissions too. 

In fact... 

http://www.feedshot.com/#_blank
http://www.feedsubmitter.com/#_blank
http://www.trafficultimatum.com/uses/senuke
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It can save you hours of time when compared to using either FeedSubmitter or FeedShot. 

You see, the biggest headache using either FeedSubmitter or FeedShot was: 

I had to write down the details for every RSS feed and then 
submit them one by one... 

Just like with my social bookmarks, I'm talking about 100's of RSS feeds I need to submit. 

That's a lot of RSS feed URLS and titles to have to enter into the submission forms at either 
FeedSubmitter or FeedShot... 

So instead of doing that, I'll let SEnuke grab the RSS feed URL of the web2.0 sites I built 
using another SEnuke module and submit it to the top 16 RSS aggregators on the Internet. 

HUTechnoratiUH... HUIceRocketUH... HUBlogdiggerUH... and many more. 

All I have to do is click a button and the RSS feeds of the last web2.0 sites I built with 
SEnuke's Social Network Nuke are submitted for me.  

 So whether you're going to do this... or you're going to outsource it to someone else, it 
 really couldn't be any easier to submit my RSS feeds with SEnuke. 

 I know there are other tools who claim they can do what SEnuke does, but there really 
 is no competition when it comes to automating my free traffic marketing. 

 As you can probably already tell, this tool is used every day by someone on my team 
 to market and promote my sites. 

See, I told you SEnuke rocks... like The Rolling Stones :) 

... and it doesn't stop there. 

Although bookmarking all of my content and submitting all of my RSS feeds is head-and-
shoulders above what most other marketers do...  

I like to go one step further! 

Bookmarking and submitting is usually something I do once and then forget about, but what 

http://www.technorati.com/#_blank
http://www.icerocket.com/#_blank
http://www.blogdigger.com/#_blank
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if I go back to my Squidoo lens and add some new content to it just 3 weeks later? 

How will the search engines know I've updated the lens? 

Thanks to pinging... I don't have to worry about that. 

A ping is a notification that is sent out whenever content has been updated or added. 

It's a simple way to notify the search engines and let them know your site has been updated 
with new content. 

Since I use Wordpress on my sites, I don't have to worry about pinging anything I add to 
those sites. 

Why? 

Wordpress does it for me automatically by pinging the Ping-O-Matic server whenever I update 
an existing post or create a new one. 

Problem is... I can't say the same of my article submissions, web2.0 sites... and anything else 
not on my own servers. 

Thanks to HUPing-O-MaticUH (free), that's not a big problem. 

Just as with Social Marker and FeedShot, Ping-O-Matic gives me the power to ping each and 
every one of my sites and pages whenever they've been updated. 

Unfortunately... it's not an automatic process. 

Although Ping-O-Matic is a great tool to use here and there as you need it, it's not designed 
for the type of heavy use I need to put it through. 

Thankfully though... there's another option: HSENuke (7-day free trial)  

As soon as the new content is added, SEnuke will automatically ping all of the ping 
notification services like Weblogs, Feed Burner, and Bloglines to tell them my content has 
been updated. 

Automatically.  That's right, I don't have to do another thing – it's a huge time-saver... 

http://www.pingomatic.com/#_blank
http://www.trafficultimatum.com/uses/senuke
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Let's say I have 50 different web2.0 blogs, wikis, or hubs and I want to add some new 
content to them and update the ping services to let me know there is new content for them 
to eat up. 

Doing this manually would mean I'd have to log into each web2.0 account, update the 
content, submit it, and then ping it using Ping-O-Matic. 

When you're talking about 50 different accounts, it could take me hours to update just one 
new piece of content on my sites. 

Compare this to SEnuke and you can see why I use it for most of my website promotion 
strategies... 

Whenever I re-post to the web2.0 blogs, lenses, wikis, and hubs I create, SEnuke will update 
all of them together at the click of a button and automatically ping over a dozen different 
places at the same time. 

Simple... quick... and easy... just the way I like it :)  That way I can focus my time and 
energy on finding more markets, more offers to promote, and more keywords to target... 

... and believe me, that's the first thing you'll want to do once you get these web2.0 link 
wheels setup for your sites. 

Since all of my content is targeting the same keyword and there's no way for Google to track 
it all back to me.  This way, I can own the first few pages of search results sometimes... 
totally legit!  Not too bad, right? 

If the person searching the keyword I targeted clicks on any of the links on the first page of 
Google, they'll eventually either be lead to the offer through my affiliate link or to my site 
where I'll presell them first. 

The key is to submit RSS feeds, bookmark URLs, and ping updates each and every day... just 
as I do it in this video. 

 

Watch Video #8: 

Social Network Marketing 
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I know it's a lot of work, but that's why SEnuke is such a valuable tool to add to your 
marketing.  I'll tell you what... 

How about you take at least 100 URLs of different pages you have online... 

I don't care if they're Squidoo lenses, Wordpress.com blogs, your own pages... it doesn't 
really matter. 

As long as these pages are designed to convert the visitor into a sale, you should get the 7-
day free trial of SENukeH. 

The first day you get access... watch the videos in the members area. 

If you still have time, or the next day, you should open up SEnuke and: 

 Bookmark your URLs with the Social Bookmarking Nuke 

 Submit your RSS feeds with the RSS Nuke 

 Ping any updates to those URLs with the Pinger  

Even if you don't have pages created already... 

Even if you don't have a social bookmarking account yet... 

Use SEnuke to create your accounts then build your web2.0 sites with its Social Network 
Nuke.  When you're done... wait 2 days, then check your rankings.   

You should see at least one of your sites on the first page, if not more than just one of them. 

Wait another day (Day 4 of your free trial) to check your results again.   

You should now have multiple listings in the top 20 results... and you should be hungry for 
more :)  

Good... open up SEnuke again. 

Start up the Social Network Nuke module and get to work creating another batch of pages 
either targeting the same keyword again... or a variation. 

http://www.trafficultimatum.com/uses/senuke
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Whatever you like... just get another campaign out there. 

After the pages are built with the Social Network Nuke, you'll just need to follow the same 
steps from last time to dominate the rankings again... 

 Bookmark your URLs with the Social Bookmarking Nuke 

 Submit your RSS feeds with the RSS Nuke 

 Ping any updates to those URLs with the Pinger  

It may sound like a lot of work, but SEnuke does a great job of automating these tactics. 

If you want to do things manually... let's quickly recap this chapter before I move onto the 
next traffic source. 

To dominate your market with Social Media Marketing, you need to: 

 Quickly and easily create my web2.0, social bookmarking, RSS feed, video, and article 
directory site accounts with the SEnuke Web2.0 Account Creation module. 

 Build pages on web2.0 sites like Squidoo and tumblr using the SEnuke Social Network 
Nuke to spin titles, domain names, and descriptions 

 Build powerful link wheels with the #randurls# placeholder and watch your sites climb 
and STAY at the top of the search engines... 

 Bookmark my pages, submit my RSS feeds, and ping my updates quickly and easily 
with the SEnuke Social Bookmarking and RSS Nukes 
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Chapter Four: Social Media Marketing 
 
Although I get a lot of extra traffic from putting my content on those web2.0 sites, 
bookmarking them and submitting my RSS feeds... they don't really help me building a 
following of people in the markets I'm targeting. 

To do that, I'll turn to social media marketing. 

Social network marketing happens when you use social networks and other collaborative 
forms of Internet media to promote and market yourself. 

... and it's an important piece of the puzzle for a few different reasons: 

 #1 – I can use them to create buzz around my newsworthy events (the release of a 
 new article, a new offer review, etc.) 

 #2 – People who want to know about me and my life can connect and   
 interact with me on these sites. 

Up until this point, all of the traffic methods I've reveal offer a one-way communication tool – 
the ability for you to spread your message among many others. 

With social media sites like Facebook and Twitter, the rules have changed. 

Instead of simply broadcasting my message out into the world, these social media sites afford 
me the ability to interact with my audience and connect with them on a more personal level. 

... and since conversations I have with one person can be seen by anyone else who follows 
me:  

 A one-on-one conversation can affect hundreds, even thousands, of followers who are 
 eaves-dropping on what's going on... 

So, let's get started, shall we? 
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Blog Communities 

This is one of the easiest and fastest ways to build a following around your site. 

All I do is visit these sites, create a community around my website, and paste the code they 
give me to display their community widget: 

     HUMyBlogLog UH  HUBlogCatalog UH  

     HUBUMPzee!UH  HUSpicy Page U 

As I mentioned, it's very easy to create a community with these sites... but let's go through a 
quick example using MyBlogLog anyways: 

MyBlogLog uses Yahoo! IDs, so you can just use your current Yahoo! account or create a new 
one if you need to... 

After you sign into MyBlogLog,  click the 
“Add Website” link under the “My Sites 
and Services” tab to add a new 
community. 

You'll see this page where you enter 
your information and click the “Add 
Blog/Site” button. 

When the site has been successfully 
added to my account I'll see this page: 

Just take that code and add it to your blog template between the <body> tags as you're told 
to on that page. 

http://www.mybloglog.com/#_blank
http://www.blogcatalog.com/#_blank
http://www.bumpzee.com/#_blank
http://www.spicypage.com/#_blank
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That's it... my site now has a community on MyBlogLog and my visitors will be able to see 
that and add themselves to my community when they visit and see the MyBlogLog widget. 

Easy, wasn't it? 

Even though this is a great way to build a following around my site, there's one problem: 

 People must either visit your site or the blog community site itself to find your blog 
 community. 

That's not to say lots of people haven't joined my communities this way, just that it's not the 
only thing I do to build a following... 

With the massive growth of sites like MySpace, Facebook, and Twitter, there are a few 
different ways for me to expanding my presence even more. 
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Facebook 

To take things up a notch, I'll also tap into some existing communities to build a following 
taking advantage of their existing database of members. 

I'm talking about some of the biggest social networking sites on the Internet... 

  HUFacebook UH   HUMySpaceUH   HUFacepartyU 

  HUBeboUH    HUFriendster UH   HUHi5UH  

Across just those 6 sites... you're looking at more than 500 million users, so you'll have a 
pretty easy time finding people interested in your market. 

To get started, just visit Facebook and signup to create a profile. 

If you've already followed the advice 
I gave on page 43 of Google Sniper, 
you'll use the same character and 
photo when creating your Facebook, 
MySpace, etc. accounts... 

Just don't forget to put a link back to 
your site in your profile and search 
for other members you can connect 
with who are interested in your 
market. 

How do you do that?  It's simple... 

Just search your root keyword to find 
both people and groups who are 
interested in your market. 

Then, send them a friend request to add them as friends.  Better still... link to your Facebook 
profile from your site so your visitors can add you as a friend when they stop by. 

Even though linking to your profile could be a difficult task, all you need to do is create a 
badge: 

http://www.facebook.com/#_blank
http://www.myspace.com/#_blank
http://www.faceparty.com/#_blank
http://www.bebo.com/#_blank
http://www.friendster.com/#_blank
http://www.hi5.com/#_blank
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Just choose which options you want displayed in your badge 
(profile pic, name, status, etc) and copy and paste the code 
you get into your site. 

Easy... right?  I thought so. 

You can even take things a step further by allowing your content to be shared on Facebook 
with HUFacebook ShareUH. 

Just click the “Add Share” button to get started. 

 

Make your selections to change the look of the button... 

 

... and then copy and paste the code you get in the body of your site. 

Facebook Share lets me share articles, pages, videos... anything I want with my Facebook 
friends. 

It's a powerful tool because it uses aspects of viral and buzz marketing to get new traffic to 
your site. 

In just 2 clicks, visitors to your site can share your content on Facebook with all of their 
friends. 

http://www.facebook.com/facebook-widgets/share.php#_blank
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When someone shares your link, a thumbnail image, brief description, and link will appear on 
their Facebook profile as well as in the home page stream of all their friends. 

When you figure the average Facebook user has 120 friends and over half of Facebook's 
members visit the site every day.... it's definitely worth the effort to add a Facebook Share 
button to your site. 

But don't stop there... 

Facebook recently added the ability to extend your Facebook presence by creating HUFacebook 
Pages UH that act like user profiles to engage with your audience. 

To create your own page, click the “Create a Page” button to get started... 

Then fill in your details to create your very own 
Facebook page. 

To promote a website, pick the “Brand, Product, or 
Organization” radio button and then find the Website 
option in the drop-down menu. 

 
The only other thing you need to do right now is name your page. 

I try to keep it as close to the personality of the site as I can. 

When I don't... I'll add something else onto the end that ties into the domain name of the 
site or focuses on the “fan” aspect of the page. 

After the page is done, I'll create a “Fan Box Widget” where I can promote the page on my 
other sites. 

I'll also link my page to my twitter account (we'll get to that in a moment). 

Once again... Facebook makes this a very quick and easy thing to do. 

http://www.facebook.com/advertising/?pages#_blank
http://www.facebook.com/advertising/?pages#_blank
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At the top of your newly created page you should see this message:  

“Link Your Page to Your Twitter Account” 
 

You can now export your Facebook Page updates to Twitter.  Click here to enable this feature. 

When you click on the “Click here” link, you're taken to a page where you have to click a 
“Link a Page to Twitter” button to continue. 

Instead of connecting to 
Twitter, you'll still need to 
click on another button 
before you connect to your 
Twitter account. 

Finally... 

Enter your Twitter details 
and click on the “Allow” 
button to join your Facebook 
Page and Twitter together. 

Now whenever you update 
your Facebook page, it will 
show up on Twitter for all the people who follow you there... totally hands-free, without 
having to lift a finger. 

This type of integration is something we're going to talk about more a little bit later on, but 
it's a very powerful way to leverage your efforts. 

It's all about cross-sharing content and reaching out to your different audiences.   

There will be people who follow you on Twitter who have never visited your site to see your 
Facebook Badge or Widget... you can take that to the bank. 

Automatically updating your Twitter account when you update your Facebook page is the only 
way to tell those people you have a Facebook page, so that advantage of it. 

The deeper relationship you create will surely pay dividends for you in the long run. 
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To see how I do it, just check out the next video and watch over my shoulder as I build a 
Facebook presence from the ground up... 

Most people would tell you to stop there rather than get into one of the quickest and easiest 
ways to get traffic from Facebook... Facebook Applications. 

These are some simple, little applications that add more functionality to your Facebook pages 
and profiles. 

These applications have been around for quite some time now, but took a significant step 
forward with the introduction of the F8 platform.  

Developers can now create applications that are easily integrated into Facebook because they 
have been given access to the same source code that Facebook uses themselves. 

This clearly makes it far easier to build the applications that will then allow users to interact 
with their associates, friends... and even your offers much more easily. 

So... how can you get traffic and make money from Facebook applications? 

Although you can use the applications yourself and interact with other people who've 
downloaded the application, you'll see the biggest results when you create your own apps. 

To get an idea of what's popular... take a quick look at this page showing some of the most 
downloaded applications available today: 
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These are some heavy-hitter apps.  Although you shouldn't count on getting these kind of 
numbers (active users), you can see some solid results too. 

As shown on the screenshot above, FarmVille has 63 million active users each month. 

That's ridiculous.... 

Simply mind-blowing.... 

If you could just tap into 1% of that... you'd still be looking at more than a half million active 
users.  Each and every month, mind you... 

Do you know what kind of money you can make with 630,000 eyeballs tuned into your 
application every month? 

Even if you only converted an insanely low number of people, say something like 1/10 of a 
percent; that would still bring in: 
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63 sales each and every month... 

If you're selling “The Magic of Making Up” as an affiliate and pocketing $24.05 for each sale, 
you're looking at a cool $1,500 in commissions.  Each and every month... 

Now,  I'm not saying it's easy to get those kinds of numbers... I just want you to be able to 
see the power behind all this and how it can lead to real profits for you. 

 

 

UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

One of the most popular applications has always been “Causes.”  It's an app that 
lets you help your favorite charity or cause. 

Causes are very big on Facebook and you can take advantage of that by 
pledging to give money to a cause or charity every time another FB user takes 
the action you want them to... say, like downloading a free toolbar.  Got it? 

Ok... so then you pledge to give $150 to a charity for every 1,000 toolbars 
downloaded. 

If the toolbar download makes you $1.50 per download, you make $1,500 for 
every 1,000 toolbars, less the $150 to the charity... equals $1,350 net profits for 
you.  Even if you only get 1,000 downloads EVER... that's still not too bad! 

 

 
Another way to take advantage of Facebook applications is to promote your site on the 
landing pages of related applications. 

Let's say you were promoting a dating site.   

What kind of traffic could you get from putting your affiliate link on the landing page of this 
app? 
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Just approach the application owner and ask to put your link somewhere on this page... 

After your Facebook account is set-up, you can move onto the next: MySpace... Hi5... Bebo... 
whichever you want. 

To be honest, I like to visit each of the sites before I decide which ones I'm going after first. 

Why? 

Well... let's say I find a huge MySpace group centered around how to get your ex girl back. 

Wouldn't MySpace be a great place to start then? 

Especially since I could join the group and start interacting with other members to build up 
my presence and relationships. 

... and once I'm done that, I can turn my focus towards Twitter and building a following there 
too. 
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Twitter 

Twitter is a social networking site in the broad sense of the word, but it's mostly a micro-
blogging service that allows 140 character text-based posts. 

Each post is displayed on the author's profile page and made available to their followers.   

As an author, you can choose either open or restricted access and post your messages with 
Twitter, SMS messages or other apps like HUTweetLaterUH (free). 

Twitter founder Jack Dorsey created the service in 2006 after becoming interested in the idea 
of a simple way of staying in touch with what his friends were doing. 

Think of it like status updates on Facebook... short, bite-sized updates and attention-grabbers 
to let your followers in on what's going on. 

According to Alexa's web traffic, Twitter is one of the 50 most popular sites worldwide and 
the third most used social network based on its 6 million unique monthly visitors and 55 
million monthly visits. 

That's the power of Twitter... repeat visits.  On average, each unique visitor comes to the site 
9 times per month.  9 TIMES A MONTH... that's UCRAZYU! 

If you've never seen a Twitter tweet yet, here's one of mine when I was sick in late October 
2009. 

As you can see from my 
tweet, Twitter lets me 
give my followers bit-
sized blurbs about what's 
going on in my life. 

Twitter lets me share a 
more personal side of 
myself with my followers.  

I mean, I wouldn't write a 
whole blog post or email 
about being sick, right? 

http://www.tweetlater.com/#_blank
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Most people following my blog posts or reading my emails don't care about such things... but 
some people do, and Twitter is a great way to connect with them. 

... and it's not just about sharing my cold either - no pun intended :) 

I can share interesting links, stories, cool resources, encouraging quotes... and even other 
aspects of my personal life too. 

Plus... I even can connect with people individually by using the @ symbol to direct messages 
or responses to other Twitter users. 

You can see how the responses to my illness update went with this conversation I had with 
Paul Evans: 

... and my response to him – his username is evansamsri: 

 

So, can you see how conversations can flow on Twitter and how anyone can see this little 
slice of my life and how it intertwines with Paul Evans and his followers? 

That's an important thing to remember... 

When Paul posted the tweet to me, it showed up on both UHISU twitter and mine... meaning 
his audience was exposed to my twitter and mine to his. 

This is a very powerful way for you to interact, build relationships, and criss-cross audiences 
with other Twitter members... but it can be improved on. 

All it takes is one simple word.  A word you're taught to use before you can probably 
remember: PLEASE! 

You can take this one to the bank.  That simple word and these two letters I'm about to 
reveal to you can get you traffic: RT 
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What does RT mean? RT means re-tweet. 

What you're doing when you post “please RT” before your tweet is simple.   

You're asking people to post the tweet on their own Twitter pages, therefore exposing your 
message to their audience. 

This is easily the most simple and powerful way to spread your message across Twitter, 
especially since most people who re-tweet the message also ask their audience to do the 
same. 

Most of the time, your request to re-tweet is cut and pasted onto someone else's Twitter who 
is asking their audience to do the same thing: 

Share your message with their audience 

With a user base of more than 3 million active accounts and six degrees of separation on your 
side, your message can go viral 
quickly. 

One Twitter tweet could easily 
generate thousands of re-tweets 
if done the right way...  

All it takes is just one or two 
people from each audience to 
pass your message onto their 
own audiences to see your 
message grow like the picture on 
the right there. 

Not too shabby... right? 

                                          
Aside from out-right asking my followers to re-tweet my posts, I can also give site visitors a 
way to pass along my content with the HUTweetMemeUH (free) plugin for Wordpress. 

TweetMeme adds a simple re-tweet button to my site which makes it easy for people to re-
tweet it, plus it shows me a count of how many times my articles have been re-tweeted 
throughout all of Twitter. 

http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/tweetmeme/#_blank
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UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

A lot of Twitterholics will tell you not to repeat your tweets.  Problem is... 
HUthey're dead wrongUH.   

Repeating your tweets can be a great way to double or even triple the number 
of clicks you get on your links. 

People are tuned into Twitter at different times of the day so you can see results 
posting the same tweet over and over again during the same day. 

You can also benefit from spacing repeat tweets days and weeks apart... this is 
a great way to get clicks from new followers. 

 

 
Another great thing about Twitter is the whole community that's formed around it – especially 
the websites and services making it easier to use. 

I can't say I've used all of these myself, but have heard good things about the ones I haven't 
tested driven yet... 

Here's a quick overview of some of the tools and how you should use them: 

HUTweetAdderUH Automate your Twitter marketing across multiple accounts – 
schedule tweets, auto-follow targeted profiles, add followers 
hands-free, and more! 

HUSocialOomph UH  Works for both Twitter and StatusNet, allowing you to schedule 
tweets, track keywords,  send direct messages to new followers, 
use Bit.ly shortening, and unfollow those who unfollow you 
automatically. 

HUTweetDeck UH A personal browser for Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace that's 
split into columns and groups to easily organize and manage the 
information coming from all 3 social networks. 

http://www.openforum.com/idea-hub/topics/the-world/article/how-to-drive-traffic-with-repeat-tweets-guy-kawasaki#_blank
http://www.tweetadder.com/#_blank
http://www.socialoomph.com/#_blank
http://www.tweetdeck.com/#_blank
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At the end of the day, your goal with Twitter should be to gather as many followers as 
possible... and there are some right and wrong ways to do that. 

Instead of re-hashing them here, you should check out this HUPractical Guide to Twitter 
Marketing Strategies UH to see how you can manage your Twitter presence the right way. 

As for how to do everything I just talked about? 

Well, here's Jay with the next video... 

 

Watch Video #9: 

Social Media Marketing 
 

When you've done that... you can move onto the next traffic method to extend the 
conversation you have with your market. 

Before we get to that though, let's quickly recap the social network marketing strategies 
we've just discussed. 

To dominate your market with Social Network Marketing, you need to: 

 Build communities for my sites at MyBlogLog, Blog Catalog, Spicy Page, and BUMPzee! 

 Search Facebook, MySpace, Faceparty, Bebo, Friendster, and Hi5 to see which one has 
more people interested in your market 

 Create an account at the site with the most people interested in your market, make 
friends, join groups, and share information 

 Create an account at Twitter to let your followers in on what's happening in your life 
(or the life of the character you've built to represent yourself) 

 Promote your social media and Twitter accounts on your site using their Share features 
and plugins like TweetMeme 

 

http://www.affiliateo.com/blog/e-marketing/social-media-marketing/practical-guide-to-twitter-marketing-strategies#_blank
http://www.affiliateo.com/blog/e-marketing/social-media-marketing/practical-guide-to-twitter-marketing-strategies#_blank
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Chapter Five: Conversation Marketing  
 
Although I've revealed four entirely different marketing strategies you can deploy to promote 
your sites, they do share one thing in common. 

Whether it's articles, videos, web2.0 sites, or social media like Twitter, it's my voice... my 
message being broadcast. 

Even though people interact with my articles, web2.0 pages, and videos by rating them, 
adding feedback, and commenting on them... it's in response to my message. 

What about listening to the conversations already 
happening? 

One of the keys to success behind Facebook and Twitter is tapping into the conversations that 
are going on and injecting yourself into them. 

Thankfully... those aren't the only places with conversations you can join. 

Regardless of the market you want to target, there are tons of conversations you can tap into 
to... from forums to blogs to chats... you name it. 

Thanks to the Internet, millions of people with opinions have the ability to start and join 
conversations they're passionate about. 

Thanks to them, there are conversations everywhere... 

The difference between conversation marketing and most other forms of online 
communication is where the conversation takes place. 

Instead of using a private communication tool like email, conversation marketing occurs as an 
online dialog that's stored publicly on a forum or blog. 

This way... anyone can see the conversation and be influenced by it. 

This is a very powerful difference between conversation marketing and most other forms of 
one-on-one interaction. 
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Although a lot of the interacting you'll do on Facebook and Twitter can fall under the umbrella 
of conversation marketing, we're going to expand those efforts with the tactics I'm going to 
reveal to you here. 

So... what you need to do is very simple: 

 You need to find conversations that are already going on. 

 You need to join in those conversations and build your presence. 

See... I told you it was simple. 

Think of it like this: 

You're at a party.  You walk up to a group of people who are talking and listen into the 
conversation.   

When the time is right, you add your thoughts, opinions, and feelings on the subject.  If you 
know a lot about the subject, the other people in the group might view you as an expert and 
being to ask for advice. 

... that's what you want to happen with your conversation marketing. 

Show up to the party... listen in on the conversation... become the expert. 

Only thing is... where can you find a conversation to join? 

For me, the first place I head to are forums, they're always full of conversations I can join in 
on... 
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Forum  Marketing 

Forum marketing is a great way to make your site stand out from the crowd,  

Although there are a lot of reasons why this is true, 3 of them come to mind: 

 #1 – Most of the time, the competition isn't already doing it 

 #2 – Forum users are generally more net savvy than other surfers 

 #3 – Many forum members are experts in their markets too 

The real jewel to forum marketing is how making a good impression with your posts can 
influence other forum members to spread your message. 

The key is finding forum conversations that are already going on in my market, I'll turn to a 
few different resources... 

So... the first places I visit are HUBoard Reader UH, HUThe Forum FinderUH, HUBoard TrackerUH and HUBig 
Boards UH. 

Each of these sites offer a very big collection of forums, chats, and message boards, so no 
matter which market I'm targeting... I should be able to find a conversation I can join.   

I'll Just search my keywords on those sites or browse through the categories to find 
conversations I can become a part of. 

It's really that simple. 

 Step #1: Go to Board Reader 

 Step #2: Search using root keyword 

 Step #3: Find conversations 

 Step #4: Join them 

I mean... I can't make it any more cut and dry than that :) 

http://www.boardreader.com/#_blank
http://www.theforumfinder.org/#_blank
http://www.boardtracker.com/#_blank
http://directory.big-boards.com/#_blank
http://directory.big-boards.com/#_blank
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Here's what I get for the “ex back” market when I go to Board Reader: 

Almost 1,500 posts in the last 3 months with those keywords 

An important thing to note is how the search brings up many different forums, targeting 
different markets who are engaged in the same conversation about getting their ex back. 

Once I go through each of the different forum directories, I should have a pretty big list of 
forums I can target. 

If I can't find anything... or want to find more, I can always head over to my trusty friend 
Google to help me out. 

Earlier I talked about the “Show options” link that comes up when you do a search on 
Google... remember it? 
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Well... I'm going to use it again. 

Except this time, I'm going to turn my attention to the “Forums” option 
under > All results and the “Past week” option under > Any time. 

After I've selected those options, I'll just search Google using my 
keywords. 

Google will then return results that are from forums that have been 
posted in the last 7 days. 

Just what I wanted... 

Now I can see the most recent comments, issues, and concerns 
surrounding this market and start to add my contribution to the 
conversation. 

Once you've found a conversation I want to join, the next thing I want 
to do is contribute to it. 

That can be done a number of ways... 

UAnswer a questionU  

This one's pretty straightforward.   

Although some forums make it easier to find questions by giving you the option to view 
Unanswered Threads, the general approach is still the same. 

Look for questions without an answer first.  Read them and provide an answer if you're able 
to bring value to the table. 

Then, look for questions that already have answers and see if you  can add to the 
conversation. 

Your contribution to the conversation will probably include one of the following methods... 
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UProvide a link to a relevant resource 

Lots of times your response can be as simple as finding the answer to the question using 
Yahoo, Bing, Google, or some other source and then providing a link to that resource. 

UChallenge and provoke a new line of thinking U  

You'll need more ammunition when going this route, but you can play the Devil's Advocate a 
little bit this way. 

This method usually works best when you come across a discussion that's happening around 
your topic rather than question that needs answered... 

Going back to the “get your ex girl back” market for a moment, you might find a discussion 
about proven ways to “get her back” where lots of people are giving similar advice. 

This is a perfect opportunity to swoop in and be the voice of difference  among the crowd... 
assuming it's still sound advice, of course. 

Forum marketing is a very underrated strategy... but it can be an extremely effective one 
when done the right way. 

Forums put you directly in front of your target market, making it a goldmine for driving 
thousands of highly targeted visitors to your website. 

But don't forget... 

The key to forum marketing is being an active participant in the community.   

My first priority is to deliver lots of value.  

That means posting highly valuable content and helping people with their questions. 

After I have become a trusted member and delivered some great value in my posts... people 
will UnaturallyU want to learn more about what I have to offer. 

This is where my signature link comes in… 

You’ll want to use your signature link to send people to your site where you can either build 
your list of subscribers or generate affiliate commissions. 
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The key to your signature link is enticing the reader to click on your link and visit your site... I 
must tickle their curiosity. 

A great way to entice them to click and stimulate curiosity at the same time is to offer 
something for free – a PDF report, video, eCourse... whatever. 

Also, don't promote more than one page in your signature file and keep it short and to the 
point... you don't want to confuse people. 

Once you've found the forums you want to target and have a signature file ready to go... 
start posting to those forums! 

Unfortunately, there aren't any tools to automate your forum posting activities... and 
there really can't be since the replies should be specific to the original post anyways. 

If you don't want to do the grunt work yourself, you can hire someone to monitor the 
forums you provide to them and post replies using your accounts – based on your 
specifications, of course. 
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Blog  Comments 

As I said earlier, you can also tap into the conversations that are happening on blogs in your 
market. 

UTo tell you the truth U:  

Being active in the blogosphere might actually be easier, and possibly more effective, than 
forum marketing – depending on the market, of course... 

I mean... 

Not only can you spy on your competition to see what they're doing and maybe get inspired 
to create your own content... you can also interact with them and their readers. 

Doing that is simple -- just leave comments to their posts. 

I don't mean... “hey... great article” either. 

When appropriate, draw attention to content on your site that somehow relates to the post... 
only when appropriate though – don't spam! 

This could be your own article on the same (or similar) topic, an opposing view to the one 
taken by the author, or anything else that somehow links to the post you just read and were 
going to comment on. 

If you have to ask yourself -- does this fit with the content I just read? -- you shouldn't even 
think about posting it.  URememberU: Provide value! 

In order to optimize your comments for the most traffic, you’ll want to make sure that you’re 
one of the first to comment.  

The earlier you comment, the more exposure you’re going to get because your comment will 
be at the top of the page.  

So to find blogs with fresh content you can comment on, I'll rely on Google and it's “Show 
Options” feature again. 
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This time I'll pick “Blogs” and “Past 24 hours” to find the freshest blog 
content possible. 

Based on the results I get from Google, I'll visit the blogs, check out 
their posts, and leave comments where I can. 

I'll also change the “Past 24 hours” to “Any time” to find good blogs in 
the market I can follow. 

Then I'll add the blogs I find to my RSS reader so I'll be updated as 
soon as new content is added. 

No more than a few hours after it's posted, the new post will show up 
in my reader. 

Then, I can read the post and be one of the first to comment on it too... 

The biggest obstacle with this process is being one of the first to comment. 

So rather than spend my time monitoring the blogs in my market for new content, I'll let 
HUComment SniperUH (free) do all the work for me instead. 

Comment Sniper gives me first mover advantage when it comes to posting blog comments. 

Here's how simple Comment Sniper is...   

All I have to do is find popular sites in my market and load them into Comment Sniper.  The 
only catch is... the sites need to have an RSS feed. 

After I configure my settings and load the RSS feeds I find into Comment Sniper, I'll get 
messages sent to my desktop or directly to my Blackberry. 

This way, I can be immediately alerted about new blog posts, even when  I'm out about 
town, and be the first to comment on them... 

The traffic I get from this is pretty solid, especially considering how little time it takes and 
how easy it is to outsource if I need to. 

It's a great time-saver and a real ninja tool. 

http://www.commentsniper.com/#_blank
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UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

Most blogs let me put a website URL linked to the name I use with my comment 
when it's displayed on their blog. 

To make the most out of this prime space I'll put my target keywords as the 
name and link to the page on my site that most closely resembles the post I 
commented on.  

This way... someone reading my comment can see there is more content 
available on my site targeted to their needs. 

 

 
If I don't have an article or post on my site I can direct people to with my blog comments, I 
won't sweat. 

If I don't have something that closely resembles the post, but feel I have enough to say on 
the topic... 

I'll create a brand new post and link it back to the blog using something called a blog 
trackback. 

I'll tell you how I do it right now... 
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Blog  Trackbacks 

A trackback is an automated process of notifying another blog that you have linked to one of 
their articles.  

Whenever you link to an article on another blog, Wordpress will automatically “ping” the 
other blog, alerting them to the incoming link. 

Trackbacks are an excellent way of letting another blogger know that you have linked to 
them.  

Plus, trackbacks are also displayed in the comments section, so your link will immediately 
show up in the comments section of that blog, which can lead to lots of traffic... 

Plus, bloggers LOVE it when you link to them… and out of gratitude, they will often link back 
to you, which sends even more traffic your way. 

All you need to do is focus on a few key things when creating your article to get the most out 
of your trackback. 

You can either... 

 Take the opposite view 

 Create an add-on to the content (with the authors permission) and allow others 
to add to it as well 

 Write a similar or complimentary article 

Whatever you write about, just make sure it's related to the post you want to trackback with 
a link back to the original post. 

Once your post is ready, insert the permalink or trackback URL into your Wordpress admin 
panel... and publish your post. 

When your post is published, a ping will be sent to the original blog post author who can 
decide whether or not to accept the trackback to their blog. 

When they receive the message, they can review the content of your post and decide 
whether or not its relevant enough for them to accept. 
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That's why you need to be sure your content is on point in the first place :) 

To see how I do it, follow along with Jay as he shows you the exact process I use... 

 

Watch Video #10: 

Conversation Marketing 
 

If my trackback is accepted, a link back to my article will be placed on the original post 
authors blog just above the comments for that post. 

Speaking of which... 

If my trackback gets rejected, the backup plan is to leave a comment instead... so don't be 
discouraged if your trackback doesn't go through. 

Whichever you do... trackback or comment - it's a great way to reach out to other bloggers in 
your niche and let them know about your site. 

If they like what they find at your site, they could become regular readers themselves and 
offer up more of your content to their readers in the future... without you having to do a 
thing. 

... and that's the power of conversation marketing. 

The opportunity to talk to, and interact, with your audience. 

Best of all... it's not just any old traffic, either. 

The traffic you get to your site posting on forums, commenting on blogs, and setting up 
trackbacks to your own related content is some of the most highly targeted traffic you can 
find. 

Sure... it might take some time to find the conversations, build your presence, and establish 
your status as an expert, but once you do... 

... you can have a never-ending flood of traffic as new visitors and members discover your 
new and old posts and follow them back to your sites. 
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So even if you need to hire someone to help with your conversation marketing, or any of 
these strategies for that matter... do it! 

As long as your bottom line is better off having someone else do the work rather than you 
doing it yourself. 

Allow me to take a slight detour here for a moment while I let you in on probably the biggest 
secret behind the success of almost all online marketers... 

Your time is worth something 

 This is so simple to figure out, yet so few people do it. 

 Please... don't be one of those people.   

 All you need to do it just take a minute to figure out the amount of money you 
 earn per hour. 

 Let's say you have a site that earns U$450 a week U and takes U3 hours per week U to 
 actively promote and market. 

 I'll take the $450 and divide it by the 3 hours to find: 

I earned U$150 per hour U from that site! 

 That's how much my time is worth for that site. 

 If I can hire someone for less than $150 per hour, I can free myself from doing the 
 marketing to enjoying the  benefits. 

 I don't think it's gonna be UtooU hard finding someone to run HUSEnuke UH (7-day free trial) 
 on this site - and probably others - for less than $150 an hour, right? 

 Same goes for your forum marketing. 

 Only problem is... 

 Aside from Comment Sniper (free), there are very few automation tools I can use to 
 promote my sites this way. 

http://www.senuke.com/#_blank
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 Because of that, I like to hire people to do this for me. 

 It's a great free method to market my sites, but it's very, very time-consuming.   

 I've had campaigns where my forum marketing took up half the time I spent marketing 
 the site. 

 Problem is... it didn't make up half the profits. 

 Good thing is though... I make enough from the site to be able to afford hiring 
 someone to do all the work for me. 

OK... aside over. 

Before I get to the next free traffic method, let's just recap the conversation marketing 
strategies we've gone over. 

To dominate your market with Conversation Marketing, you need to: 

 Find forums with people interested in your market using sites like Board Reader and 
Board Tracker, or the "Show options" under forums with Google... 

 Create profiles related to your market at the forums you discover to interact with other 
members by answering questions, providing links to resources, and playing devil's 
advocate 

 Use Comment Sniper to monitor blogs in my market so I can be the first to post 
comments 

 Build trackbacks from popular sites in your market by taking the opposite view, adding 
onto their content, or writing a complimentary article to the posts you find with 
Comment Sniper 
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Chapter Six: Buzz Marketing 
 
Although finding conversations and building your presence in a market through conversation 
marketing is an effective strategy, it does have one drawback: 

It can take a long time to establish your authority 

Instead of crashing the party and trying to fit in, you can use another strategy to get people 
talking about you instead... Buzz Marketing. 

Buzz marketing is about generating publicity and creating excitement and interest about your 
site and/or offer. 

It's about giving people something interesting to talk about and letting them take it from 
there. 

You've probably heard of word-of-mouth marketing before, right? 

Mark tells Jim about the great breakfast he had at the new restaurant that just opened up in 
town... that's word-of-mouth marketing. 

Buzz marketing is the same thing. 

Only difference... buzz marketing is the online version of word-of-mouth marketing. 

The end goal is the same: 

To have people start conversations with phrases like “You're never gonna believe...” and “Hey, 
did you hear...” 

... and that's exactly what happened when Half.com convinced a city in Oregon to change its 
name from Halfway to the name of the company. 

When the site was just getting started, it's head of marketing was responsible for generating 
some publicity... 

UProblem isU:  He didn't have thousands of dollars in advertising money at his fingertips like 
some of his competition. 
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So... he had to be creative. 

... and that's how he was able to convince the city of Halfway, Oregon to change its name to 
Half.com, Oregon. 

Sure, it cost Half.com $100,000 to get the city to change the name... but that small 
investment delivered more than $4 million in publicity. 

You see... this small, little name change became a hot story. 

CNN covered it... local new stations covered it.   

Just a few days after the change was made, there were already thousands of news 
references... all of them talking about Half.com. 

... and all it took was a simple document to get the ball rolling. 

A simple document that when properly structured and distributed got the Half.com site and 
story in front of millions of people... 

A press release 

Just as with most other marketing tactics... there's a right way and a wrong way to do it. 

So,  instead of spending hours trying to write a press release just to end up getting it all 
wrong... 

Follow along as I show you how to did it the right way... the first time! 
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Press Releases 
Did you know a press release can attract thousands of visitors to your website and improve 
your search engine rankings? 

Did you know many celebrities, singers, and Hollywood stars have used press releases to 
boost their popularity and build their careers? 

Cool... huh? 

I mean... if it's good enough for Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, why not you? 

A press release is basically a condensed article written in a journalistic style. 

 Don't think you can just re-hash your article either.  If you could, I would've already 
 told you how to do it when recycling them. 

Originally, press releases were sent to journalists in order to encourage them to create 
articles and stories on the subject of the release. 

Nowadays they're distributed online using press release submission services and either used 
by other website owners as content for their own sites, or by journalists looking for 
inspiration and quotes for their articles. 

... and that's a good thing. 

This way my press release can be picked up by many, many more sources... greatly 
increasing the amount of traffic I get to my site. 

My site could become the inspiration for a story in a Rhode Island newspaper and send tons 
of visitors from that area. 

... but only if I do things the right way. 

To be 100% sure my press release is the best it can be, there are a few questions I need to 
answer before I even think about writing it... 
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#1 – Who is the audience? 

Pretty simple, right? 

To create an effective press release, I need to know exactly which market I'm targeting and 
what they hope to take away from the release. 

... and that won't take me long to figure out. 

Especially since I've already identified my audience during the market research phase we 
talked about earlier. 

Once I know UWHO U I'm writing for, I need to turn my attention to the reason UWHYU I'm writing 
the press release. 

#2 – What is the goal of the press release? 

This is the action you want the reader to take after they read your press release. 

Do you want them to visit your site for more information related to the topic of the press 
release, sign-up to your email mailing list, or purchase the product you're promoting? 

Whatever it is, you need to figure out what you want the reader to do before you even think 
about writing a press release... 

Regardless of how I answer those two questions, there are a few things I want to keep in 
mind while writing my press release: 

UBe Concise 

Thousands of press releases are distributed every day, so don't think you can pad your 
release with tons of extra sentences and thoughts... 

You should respect the time of the busy editors, reporters, and website owners interested in 
featuring your content by keeping things as brief as possible.  If they need more 
information... they'll ask. 
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UUse Facts 

Nothing backs up a point, statement, or position quite like facts and statistics do.  When used 
the right way, that is... 

Instead of using belief statements like “We're the best”, I'll back it up with facts.  “We are 
New York's #1 destination for...., as voted by...“ 

Not only will it make my press release look unbiased, it will help to establish my expertise and 
authority in the market. 

UBe TimelyU  

I want my press release to reflect what's happening right now in my market.  It's very 
important for my press release to be on the pulse of what's going on in my market... right 
now, today. 

If I need to... I'll try to ride the wave of something else newsworthy my market would know 
about. 

It can even be something generic like referring popular movies, television shows, songs, and 
books, say “There's Something About...” when the Ben Stiller and Cameron Diaz flick was 
released. 

UTone & Words 

When I write my press release, I want to use verbs in the active voice to give it energy and 
bring it to life.  

As the name implies, verbs in the active voice are more forceful than those in the passive 
voice... a common example being “The dog bit the boy.” 

Without getting into an English lesson, the dog is the subject who performs the action (biting) 
on the person being acted upon (boy). 

Since the words you're going to use won't be as simple as the example above, let me show 
you how the active voice works when you need to write more complicated sentences... 
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 Passive voice = “The flight will be handled by the captain.” 

 Active voice = “The captain is handling the flight.” 

Just like the dog, the captain is performing the action (handling the flight) on the person(s) 
being acted upon (passengers). 

On top of using the active voice, I'll also look to limit jargon as much as possible.  If it's part 
of the keywords I'm targeting, I'll keep it. 

Otherwise, I want to make my press release easy to read and concise with plain, ordinary 
language so I don't limit my audience with too much technical stuff... yes, that is the 
technical term :) 

Although staying away from jargon will help with that, the key is making each word count 
when telling my story if I want to see better results with my readers... and the search 
engines, too. 

UBe Professional 

This is where press releases really begin to stray from articles... 

Although it would be okay to use hype, slang, and excessive characters like commas and 
exclamation point in my articles, I need to think about writing professionally when it comes to 
my press releases.  

I've found the press releases I write with a professional tone perform better because they 
aren't viewed as an advertisement.  

I can catch a lazy reporter who will copy and paste my press release into their papers, so I 
don't want to destroy my credibility by putting out a press release that's full of hype... 

I'll have better luck catching that lazy reporter if my press release has a professional tone, so 
I'll just keep it professional and reap the rewards as my press release piles up mentions in 
other publications... 

OK... 

So, like I said... before I start writing my press release, I want to keep those five little things 
in mind. 
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As for how I write my press releases... 

There are a number of things I do to improve the chances my press release will get picked up 
and either published or used for an article, but no absolute guarantees that it will. 

I've had press releases that went outrageously well... and others that miserably flopped. 

When I looked at the successful ones, I found they all followed a simple formula that starts 
by answering a few questions...  

Much like an article, a press release answers the 5 basic questions: 

  Who?  What? When? Where? Why? 

So the first thing I do is write down the answers to those questions. 

Then I'll think about the angle I'm going to take in the press release.   

Depending on what's going on with my site or offer, I can feature my company launch, 
product launch, website launch, upgrades, awards, etc... 

Even if I don't have anything to talk about I can offer surprising facts related to my 
site/offer/market, piggyback on pop culture and the news (talked about that earlier), 
giveaway a freebie... anything really 

As long as it's interesting and something my market would want to know, I can build a press 
release around it... 

Once I have the right focus, I can move onto actually writing the press release. 

 Now, I know you're probably thinking... this is a lot of work for just one press release.   

 I know it is.   

 That's why I like to use HUeReleases UH to write and submit my press releases for me.   

 Sure I could write and submit the press releases myself, but I'd rather leave it up to 
 the professionals who do it for a living... 

 

http://www.ereleases.com/#_blank
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If you'd rather write the press release yourself or want some instructions to give the people 
you outsource to, here are the key things you need to worry about... 

UHeadline 

Just as with the headline of your articles, the headline of your press release should grab the 
reader's attention and motivate them to read more. 

Rather than re-hash the same information here, just go back to page 14 for instructions on 
how to do it the right way. 

UDateline 

This is where I'll put the release date of the release and the originating city, including the 
state or country as well. 

UIntroduction 

This is the first paragraph of the press release. 

Basically... what I do is weave the 5 basic questions into the first couple of sentences to form 
the introduction of my press release, with particular focus on the first sentence. 

The first sentence should paint a visual "word picture" that tells the reader what you're press 
release is all about.  It's important this part of the press release is very strong. 

This is where I clarify what the news I'm reporting about is and why my market should care. 

I only have a matter of seconds to grab the reader's attention, so my headline and 
introduction are the most important parts... just as they are with my articles as well. 

This is also where I'll identify myself.   

Forgetting to tell my readers who is talking can damage the promotional value of my press 
release, so I'll be sure to include at least one sentence about myself in the introduction. 

Once I've done that... I can move onto the body of the press release. 
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UBody 

This is where I'll provide more information about the “news” behind my press release, 
including statistics, background information, and any other details relevant to my release. 

Since most people reading my press release will only skim through it, this is the place I'll use 
bullets. 

Not only are bullets an effective way to present my information, they make it easy for my 
readers to skim and provide a break in the text to draw their attention towards. 

Above all else... 

The real key to the body of my press release: 

Don't give away all the secrets... 

Since I want the reader to end up on my site anyways, I'll keep in mind the “Useful, but 
incomplete” methods I talked about earlier on page 16 to direct them there. 

UBoilerplate 

.. and this is the place where I'll direct them back to my site. 

A boilerplate is basically a short “about me” section that provides background information 
about me, my site, and my offer. 

It's simple, quick, and usually no more than a few sentences long.  As I did in the 
introduction, the boilerplate covers the 5 W's of my business (or site) and lets the reader 
know what I have to offer. 

A few key things I'll include when drafting my boilerplate are: 

 A short, clear description of my business (what I do and why I do it) 

 Any awards or recognitions I've received 

 My website address or links to other pages on my site 

Since you probably haven't come across a boilerplate before, HUhere's a few examplesUH to 
help you get the idea. 

http://www.press-release-writing.com/what-it-all-boils-down-to/#_blank
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After my boilerplate has been inserted into the press release, I can move onto the last thing 
the reader will see.. 

UContact Information 

As the title implies, this is where I include my name, mailing address, email address, phone 
number, and any other contact information. 

Just a simple line at the end of the press release is all it takes.. 

“For more information about [ topic of press release ], contact:” 

So if a writer needs to contact me for more information regarding my press release, they'll 
have all the information they need right at their fingertips. 

... and that's it ,your press release is done! 

If you've never written one before, it can seem complicated... but it doesn't have to be. 

Instead of struggling to figure out what to write and how to write it, you can use these HUpress 
release samples UH as inspiration. 

You can even use this HUpress release creator UH (free) to create powerful, attention-grabbing 
press release quickly and easily... 

Once I've added my contact information, I'm ready to add the final touches and submit my 
release for distribution. 

Now that the press release is written, I'll focus on the layout, format, and length before I 
submit them... 

To keep with press release standards, I'll use a minimum of one-inch margins on each side of 
the page, with the body of the text centered in the page. 

I'll use double-spaces, complete paragraphs on one page rather than carrying it over onto the 
next, and keep it less than two pages long. 

I'll stay away from abbreviations or acronyms when I refer to someone for the first time, 
spelling out the full name and putting the abbreviation in brackets afterwards instead... 

http://www.ereleases.com/press-release-sample.html#_blank
http://www.ereleases.com/press-release-sample.html#_blank
http://www.ducttapemarketing.com/Instant-Press-Release.htm#_blank
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After the press release has been written and formatted according to the directions I've given 
over the last few pages, I'll read over one last time to proofread it for errors. 

The more time I take to do it right, the better results I'll get from my press release, so I'll 
usually write it, proofread it, rewrite it... and then proofread it again to touch up any little 
mistakes. 

After the press release has gone through its final proofread, I'll submit it for distribution. 

The first place I'll post the press release is my own site, usually under the “News” section so 
my regular visitors can read what's going on... 

Then I'll submit it for distribution through the press release wires.  Now... if I'm using 
eReleases, they'll do the work for me.   

Even if I don't get the press release written by them, I'll still normally use them to distribute 
the press release.  It saves me a ton of time and they're the experts at it anyways. 

If you don't want to go that route, or would rather use a free service to get your feet wet 
first... 

I would suggest HUPRLeapUH and HUPRLog UH because they're 100% free and both have pageranks of 
more than 6 on their home page. 

Once my press release has been submitted, I'll just sit back and watch the traffic (and PR 
requests) roll in... 

Now I know that sounds like a lot of work, but honestly... it's not as much as you think. 

If I want to get even more free press, I'll follow the quick instructions on the next page to 
expand my reach even more... 

 

 

 

 

http://www.prleap.com/#_blank
http://www.prlog.org/#_blank
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Publicity 

While a press release is a great way to draw up some publicity for myself, it's definitely not 
the only way. 

Free publicity is one of the best ways to spread the word about my site, product, offer. 

Problem is:  Most people don't know where to start. 

... and those people who think they do usually end up spending hours, even days, building 
their own media lists of people to contact for free publicity. 

Rather than hunting people down and convincing them to feature your news, wouldn't it be 
easier if reporters and writers from major papers like the New York Times and Wall Street 
Journal actually come to you for information on their articles? 

This is exactly what I get with HUPR Leads UH (paid). 

Instead of actually hiring a full-time PR agency, PR Leads connects me with journalists in my 
area of expertise who are looking for quotes and information they can source in their articles. 

It's a great way to get my name in print, tell my story to reporters who want to hear it, 
establish my position as an expert in my market. 

PR Leads gets more than 100 requests for quotes every day, and when they find one I'd be 
good for... they'll give me their name, email address, and story angle so I can contact them. 

... and I'm not talking about small town publications either. 

The reporters looking for quotes work for some of the top daily newspapers like The New 
York Times and Washington Post, and top magazines like O Magazine and Good 
Housekeeping. 

Just one media mention a month can more than pay for the cost of the service, but it you'd 
rather save a few bucks you can use HUHelp a Reporter OutUH (free) instead. 

Similar to PR Leads, Help a Reporter Out connects me with PR people, journalists, and 
reporters who are looking for sources. 

 

http://www.prleads.com/#_blank
http://www.helpareporterout.com/#_blank
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Each day, I receive up to 3 emails with anywhere from 15-30 requests in each.  This way I 
can respond only to the requests that fit the best with my market. 

Simple, right? 

... and that's the beauty of buzz marketing. 

To see how I do it, follow along with Jay as he shows you the exact process I use... 

 

Watch Video #11: 

Buzz Marketing 
 

My role is to provide something interesting that will get people talking... it's up to my market 
and the people interested in it to handle the rest. 

... and it can be made to be even more effective by combining it with the viral marketing 
tactics I'm going to reveal next. 

Before we get to that though, let's quickly recap the buzz marketing strategies you should be 
incorporating into your marketing and promotion... 

To dominate your market with Buzz Marketing, you need to: 

 Identify the audience for your press release and the result you want to achieve before 
you even think about writing your press release 

 Focus on being concise, using facts, being timely, having the right tone and using the 
right words, and being professional when getting ready to write your press release 

 Answer the 5 W's, find the angle you want to use, and craft a press release that grabs-
attention and motivates the reader to visit your site to learn more about you 

 Quickly and easily submit your press release using a paid submission service like 
eReleases or a free service like PRLeap and PRLog 

 Create an account at PR Leads or Help a Reporter Out to receive quote requests from 
reporters at some of the largest publications circulated today 
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Chapter Seven: Viral Marketing 
 
The key factor behind the success of any buzz marketing campaign lies in your ability to enter 
into these pre-existing communities and spread your message. 

While your content might be buzz-worthy, you can help it spread through your market by 
making it easy to share. 

Viral marketing is an attempt to deliver a marketing message that spreads quickly and 
exponentially among people. 

It happens when you encourage people to pass on your marketing messages to others and 
gives you access to pre-existing social networks and lets you spread your message like a 
virus. 

Here's how it works: 

I say the number “1” to you.   

You turn to the person beside you and say it to them.   

They turn to the person beside them to do the same... and so on...  

I infected the first person with the virus and they passed it on to the next person... and the 
next person... and so forth. 

Here's what it would look like: 

1 
11 

1111 
11111111 

1111111111111111 
11111111111111111111111111111111 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

In fact, this simple “pass-it-on” style of viral marketing is what lead to the success of the 
Hotmail email service. 
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You see... when Hotmail first got started, they had a message at the end of every single 
email sent out using the service. 

It read: 

“Get your private, free email at http://www.hotmail.com” 

So... all of the people who sign up for Hotmail accounts and email their friends are 
automatically spreading this message to anyone who receives the email. 

Joe sends an email to Bill.  Bill sees the message at the end, signs up, and sends an email to 
Jason.  Jason sees the message at the end, signs up, and sends an email to Cathy.  Cathy 
sees the mess... you get the point, right? 

The same viral formula has also lead to the success of some of the other sites we've already 
talked about:  Twitter...  Facebook... MySpace... Ning... 

But how about your site? 

Can you put the power of viral marketing to work for you? 

You can... and it's much easier than you think.   

Let me show you how... 
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Viral Toolbars 

There are a ton of places I can submit software applications to and a ton of demand for them 
as seen by the popularity of sites like HUTucows UH, HUDownload.com UH, HUFree Downloads Center UH, 
HUSoftpedia UH. 

These free software sites are some of the most heavily visited sites on the Internet and I can 
easily tap into them by submitting simple, useful software applications. 

The key here is that my software is free (called freeware on the software download sites) so 
that anyone can download it and use it. 

This way I can gain a large amount of exposure for the affiliate offer I integrate into my 
freeware application by removing any barriers someone may have using the application. 

Before you get all worried about creating the software, script, or application yourself... or the 
cost of hiring someone to do it for I, understand that it doesn't have to be complicated. 

Although I can get fancy as I gain more experience (and money to afford hiring a 
programmer), there are 2 very quick and easy ways I can create simple, useful, and 
interesting applications. 

A very quick and easy software application I can create and submit to these sites is a niche-
based toolbar. 

One of the biggest advantages I can gain as an affiliate is the ability to keep my information, 
ideas, and offers at the top of my prospect's minds. 

As you may already know, one of the basic disciplines behind selling is the psychology of 
motivating people to take action. 

A very important psychological effect I can take advantage of in my affiliate marketing is 
called the recency effect. 

This is the principle that the most recently presented items or experiences will most likely be 
remembered the best. 

If we were to read you a list of 20 grocery items, you'd probably have a better chance 
remembering the last 2 items than items #11 and #12. 

http://www.tucows.com/#_blank
http://www.download.com/#_blank
http://www.freedownloadscenter.com/#_blank
http://www.softpedia.com/#_blank
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This is the recency effect and it's an important factor behind the success of the niche-based 
toolbars I create. 

One of the most popular toolbars is the Google toolbar and if you're not familiar with what 
they look like... 

 
... they're pretty simple, but really powerful. 

Why? 

Well... every time someone downloads and installs my toolbar, they'll see my content and my 
messages. 

Just as with email marketing and the follow-ups I make there... this makes yours the most 
recent messages and information they receive regarding the niche they're interested in. 

All I need to do is load my toolbar with a few important things to be sure they're being 
exposed to my messages in the first place. 

The first is branding. 

Just simply branding the toolbar with a logo or including my website name or URL into it can 
have a big effect on its success. 

It usually takes people a few times being exposed to something before they can buy into it... 
same goes for the messages, promotions, contacts, and interactions I have with them 
through their use of my toolbar. 

The key is encouraging them to use it and the easiest way to do that is to make it useful and 
functional by including information, sites, and content related to my niche. 

Which brings us to the second thing I need to focus on:  Getting them to use it. 

Oddly enough, the first way to do that is to make it easy to install... which is exactly what I'll 
get when I use the HUToolbar WizardUHH H(free) to create my niche toolbar. 

http://toolbarwizard.vmn.net/#_blank
http://toolbarwizard.vmn.net/#_blank
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Once they've installed my toolbar, I can be sure they continue to use it by including: 

 Popup blocker 

 Search word highlighting 

 Auto site log-in for most of their online accounts 

 Headlines delivered via RSS 

 Virus scans 

 Auto-fill web forms 

Although all of these tools are effective in their ability to improve the stickiness of my toolbar 
and get people to use it, making use of the RSS feed is a great way to earn some extra 
income. 

All I need to do is input an RSS feed URL while you're creating my toolbar and whenever I 
update that feed my toolbar users will be alerted in much the same way as a new email inbox 
message. 

If the thought of blogs and RSS feeds scare you... don't think it has to be complicated either.   

Just use a microblog service like HUtumblr UH which is quick and easy to use, but provides an RSS 
feed you can plug into the toolbar too. 

There are a few twists you want to implement when using this strategy and we'll cover how 
to do them using tumblr. 

First and foremost, I'll need to create an account at tumblr using problem-related buyer 
keywords. 

Let's say my target niche is people looking to get their ex back, a good keyword to use as the 
account, and hence, domain name would be: 

http://www.tumblr.com/#_blank
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I'll be logged into my new account once I've clicked the “Sign up and start posting!” button 
and will need to update my settings first before I can create a post. 

Once I've clicked on the “Settings” tab I'll want to input a title, description, and photo related 
to my target keywords, as well as choose a template or load my own custom version. 

Most importantly, I want to pay attention to the Advanced Options... 

The key options I want to have checked off are: 

 Truncate RSS feed           
 Use descriptive URLs          
 Allow search engines to index your tumblelog      
 Ping the blogosphere          
 Promote me on tumblr 

These small changes alert Google and the search engines my tumblelog exists, as well as let 
them know when I update it too. 

Truncating my RSS feed is important because doing so only displays the title of my post in my 
RSS feed.  This way my toolbar users will only see the title which they can click on to read 
the entire post. 

This is important because it's in my post where I'll display my offer or link back to my site. 

I can even use a copywriters touch to create short, enticing headlines that motivate my 
toolbar users to click on them and land on my tumblr page where I can pre-sell them on my 
offers or visiting my site. 

To put my headlines to work I'll need to create my first post, and tumblr makes it easy to use 
not just text, but photos, audio, and video too.  

Obviously testing out different offers and different ways of displaying those offers is critical to 
the success of my campaigns so we suggest making use of the different formats to see what 
works best. 

I can take promotional videos and animated images if the affiliate programs you're promoting 
offer them or create my own... just be sure to make the content compelling so that it will 
motivate them to click. 
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From there, it's up to the merchant to convert them into a sale... so it's important I stick to 
just pre-selling the product. 

Once my toolbar is created and I'm feeding my tumblr messages into it, I can submit it to the 
free software sites I'll talk about in a minute... 

But first, I want to talk about something else I can create and submit too. 

They're really simple to make...  

Just a few HTML pages wrapped up into an EXE file 

Follow along over the next few pages as I show I how to do it... 
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Viral Shareware 

Submitting toolbars and sending offers to the users through the built-in RSS feed is a great 
way to increase my affiliate income, but it might be a little bit too much work for the truly 
lazy affiliate. 

No worries though... there's something else I can do that's much more hands-free and 
autopilot. 

Submitting simple EXE files that load any webpage of my choice when  opened. 

This is true viral marketing because all I have to do is submit the application once and allow it 
to spread from one person to the next. 

This is especially true when you add some of the twists I'll discuss in a moment... 

The true beauty of submitting an EXE file is that I can make the page it opens up anyone I 
want. 

This kind of flexibility can provide the creative mind with a ton of different ways to create 
little applications which lead the user towards a purchase decision. 

Remember: To get the biggest bang for my buck, I should be targeting buyer keywords. 

This will make it easier to both name the application and make it useful for the end user (i.e. 
helps them define, figure out, or solve the problem).  

As always, an example will serve us best to explain everything properly and we'll stick with 
the “get your ex back” crowd to do that. 

Some of the best applications I can create are the most simple. 

A simple question and answer application is all I need to start driving traffic to my site... and 
here's how I do it. 

What I'll do is create a very short questionnaire and put it up as a page on my site. 

I'd do something like this for the “get your ex back” market... 
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Are You Making These Mistakes With Your Ex? 

“Simple Quiz Reveals How Good A Chance 
You've Got Getting Back With Your Ex” 

Here's how this quiz works... 

If you can honestly and truthfully answer “Yes” to any of the 5 
questions below, check the box beside it. 

If you can't say “Yes” to any of the 5 questions, just leave them empty 
and hit the “What Are My Chances?” button to see what chance you 
having getting your ex back... 

• Have you called your ex in the last 7 days? 

• Have you sent your ex a text message in the last 7 days? 

• Have you sent your ex an email in the last 7 days? 

• Have you “accidentally” bumped into your ex since you broke 
up? 

• Have you contacted any of your ex's friends or family 
members since you broke up? 

What Are My Chances? 

 
See... I told you it was simple. 

After the “What Are My Chances?” button is submitted, I can use HUAJAXLoad UH to show a 
loading... graphic like this one before the final page is shown: 

Although you can't see it here, the graphic is animated so it will seem like I'm 
processing the answers before giving the results... 

After the graphic is displayed on my page for a few seconds, the page will re-
direct one of two places: 

http://www.ajaxload.info/#_blank
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#1 – No boxes checked = Visitor sent to congratulations page. 

On this page, the visitor would see they passed the test and are not making any mistakes.  
Instead of wasting the chance to promote either my site or offer, I'll still put a link on this 
page hinting there is more to learn to getting their ex back. 

Something like... 

 

UCongratulationsU! 
 

You aren't falling for any of the 5 biggest mistakes ex's make 
when trying to get back together after a break up. 

Maybe you haven't called in the last 7 days... but have you called, 
emailed, and texted your ex since you broke up? 

Even though you're already well on your way to getting your ex 
back, there are still some tough roads ahead if you want to truly 
win them back. 

I should know... 

I've been there. 

To hear more about my story and how I won her back, you can 
HUread about it hereUH. 

 
#2 – Any box checked = Visitor sent to failed page. 

On this page, the visitor would see they failed the test because they are making mistakes.   

Something like this would probably work... 

 

http://www.yourdomain.com/#_blank
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UFailedU! 
 

I'm sorry, but you've failed the test. 

Whether you have called, email, or texted your ex... contacted 
their family... or “bumped” into them by accident...  

Even if you've done all of the above... 

It really doesn't matter. 

You're at serious risk of losing your ex forever! 

If you don't stop what you're doing right now and learn how to 
win your ex back the right way, you could lose them forever. 

I thought my relationship with Valerie was over. 

UNO WAYU we could get back together... 

Right? 

Turns out we did get back together, even though I made one of 
these mistakes myself too. 

Want to know how I got her back?  

Well.. you can HUread about it hereUH. 

 
The only other thing you're going to need is something to handle the redirects. 

If a check box is selected, the person needs to see the Failed page and if there are no check 
boxes selected, they get the Congratulations page. 

To redirect when a checkbox is selected, this HUCheckbox Redirect Javascrip UUtUH will do the 
trick: 

http://www.yourdomain.com/#_blank
http://www.rewritables.net/checkbox.htm#_blank
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<!-- ONE STEP TO INSTALL CHECKBOX REDIRECT: 
 
1. Copy the coding into the BODY of your HTML document --> 
 
<!-- STEP ONE: Paste this code into the BODY of your HTML document --> 
 
<BODY> 
 
<!-- free javascripts at www.rewritables.net --> 
 
<center> 
<form> 
<input type=checkbox 
onclick="window.location='http://www.yoursite.com/page.html'; return 
true;">Click Here for our main page 
</form> 
</center>  

 
There's only a few minor adjustments you need to make... 

http://www.yoursite.com/page.html: This is going to be the URL of your failed test 
page. 

Click Here for our main page: This is going to be your different questions, like “Have you 
sent your ex an email in the last 7 days?” 

If you only have one question, you could stop there as far as redirecting to the failed page... 

But if you have more than one like in my example, what do you do? 

Once again... it's simple: Just repeat the code over and over again. 

Here... let me show you.  Let's say I have things setup like this... 

UFAILED PAGE URL U = http://www.yourdomain.com/failed.html 

UCONGRATS PAGE URL U = http://www.yourdomain.com/congrats.html 

The code for both the checkbox redirect to the failed page and the redirect to the congrats 
page when the button is submitted can be found below: 
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<center> 
<form> 
<input type=checkbox 
onclick="window.location='http://www.yourdomain.com/failed.html'; return 
true;">Have you called your ex in the last 7 days? <p><input type=checkbox 
onclick="window.location='http://www.yourdomain.com/failed.html'; return 
true;">Have you sent your ex a text message in the last 7 days? <p><input 
type=checkbox onclick="window.location='http://www.yourdomain.com/failed.html'; 
return true;">Have you sent your ex an email in the last 7 days? <p><input 
type=checkbox onclick="window.location='http://www.yourdomain.com/failed.html'; 
return true;">Have you accidentally bumped into your ex since you broke up? 
<p><input type=checkbox 
onclick="window.location='http://www.yourdomain.com/failed.html'; return 
true;">Have you contacted any of your ex's friends or family members since you broke 
up? 
</form>              
<p>              
<input type="button" value="What Are My Chances?" onclick="document.location = 
'http://www.yourdomain.com/congrats.html';">       
</center>  

 
I'll admit... it ain't pretty.  But it does the trick.  Just change the URLs for the failed and 
congrats pages and you're good to go with your own version... 

When you're done, save the file with this code as the first page of the EXE file. 

You can name it anything you want, but I'll call it test.html for this example. 

After all of the HTML pages have been created, I'll upload them to my site. 

Oh BTW... if you're looking for a good HTML editor and FTP tool, there's a couple I like 
myself. 

   HTML editor = HUKompozer UH (free) 

   FTP program = HUFilezilla UH (free) 

If you don't know what those are... no worries. 

http://www.kompozer.net/#_blank
http://filezilla-project.org/#_blank
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An HTML editor lets you put together the building blocks of an HTML page and FTP program 
lets you put those pages up on your site. 

Once I've set everything up on my site, I'll need to create the simple EXE file which will open 
the first page of the application when it's used. 

To do that... 

I can use a simple tool like HUHTML Executable UH (free trial) to convert the HTML files into an 
EXE file I'll distribute to the software sites. 

All I have to do is setup the questionnaire page as the start page in the EXE file and I'm good 
to go... 

In the case of the example I've been using, the start page would be my test.html page with 
the questionnaire that will handle the redirects to the failed and congrats pages automatically. 

Now... I know this can sound confusing.  Don't worry. 

Jay will show you everything in the video at the end of this chapter. 

Once I've created the application, I'll need to submit it to the software download sites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.htmlexe.com/#_blank
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Viral Submissions 

After completing my application or toolbar, the next step is submitting it to the different free 
software download sites.  

There are a ton of sites like the ones I mentioned earlier, but before I can even think about 
submitting my software I need to create a PAD file first. 

A PAD file is an XML file which the software submissions sites can read in order to display 
information related to my software submissions. 

This way if I need to change anything, I'll just update the PAD file and the software sites will 
read the file again and update their information. 

This is possible because the PAD file is hosted online and therefore available to anyone who 
needs it. 

There are a ton of PAD file creators, but HUPADgen UH (free) does everything I'll need for free so 
there's no need to fuss with anything else... 

Once the PAD file is created I can then submit it to the numerous software sites.. and the 
biggest hurdle here is time. 

First, I'll need to get a list of all the different software sites.. 

It can take a long time to compile a list like this, but it pales in comparison to the amount of 
time I'll spend actually submitting the PAD file to each of the sites. 

Which is why there is software to do it for you. 

Although I can find PAD file submission software for free (mostly from the very sites you're 
going to be submitting to), they usually come with some limitations. 

In most cases, the free version you get is limited in some way so that you have to purchase 
the full version to get the full benefits of using the software. 

If you want to test-drive some software before you commit to making a purchase, you might 
as well test out the free trial version of the best application out there – HUPromoSoftUH (trial 
version) 

http://www.asp-shareware.org/pad/padgen.php#_blank
http://www.develab.net/#_blank
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The trial version allows you to submit to only 30 of the more than 800 sites the full version 
provides access to, but it's integrated PAD generator means you don't have to use a 
standalone to create my file too. 

Although the trial version is a good way to get a feel for the software itself, it won't 
necessarily provide you with great test results.  

The number of sites the free version submits to just isn't enough and unless I want to pay to 
get a premium or expedited listing on one of the bigger sites listed earlier, I won't get enough 
eyeballs in front of my software. 

Since I won't get the same coverage, distribution, and traffic I would if I submitted to the 
extra 770 sites, it's very difficult to run such a small test and expect similar results. 

Such a poor test could mean successful tests which fail when expanded and unsuccessful 
tests which would have produced results if expanded, so the best way to test is to get 
HUPromoSoftUH (trial version) and put it to work. 

It's backed by a guarantee and is quite inexpensive, especially when just one even mildly 
successful campaign could earn back your investment many times over. 

Regardless of which method you choose to submit your software, just be sure to submit it to 
as many sites as possible. 

The more exposure you get, the more viral your application can become, and the more 
profits you can generate as a result. 

After I've submitted my first application, I can continue to submit more and I suggest you 
test and tweak different things to generate more  downloads and more profits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ppcaffiliatekiller.com/promosoft
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Make It Viral 

Honestly... this is probably the easiest way I can spread my marketing messages far and wide 
using the power of networks. 

Along with the rise of web2.0 sites like Facebook, Twitter, and StumbleUpon has come the 
integration of these sites into other sites using simple share buttons that look like this: 

When a visitor to my site clicks on any one of 
those icons, they'll be taken to a page on the site 
where they can submit the page or share it with 
their friends. 

Anyone they have as friends will see the link or 
reference to my site and be able to follow it back to that page. 

To set something like this up, all I need is the HUAdd to AnyUH (free) plugin. 

With it, my visitors can not only share the page on 
Facebook, Twitter, Digg, Squidoo, Tumblr, MySpace, and 
Del.icio.us... they can email it to their friends and 
bookmark it as one of their favorites. 

... and it's an email that's sent from their own email 
address. 

You may have heard of tell-a-friend forms before, right? 

Well... the problem with tell-a-friend forms is they can be 
bypassed with fake details and hit with SPAM complaints 
because all of the emails are sent from my email address... 
not so with the Add to Any plugin. 

Instead of only giving visitors the option to share my pages with a few of their friends, the 
Add to Any plugin uses a contact importer instead. 

The visitor just picks their email service from the list and Add to Any logs them into their 
account to send the email. 

http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/add-to-any/#_blank
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It's a very simple, but effective way to spread my marketing message. 

My visitors appreciate the great content I give them and they appreciate how easy I make it 
for them to share it with their friends. 

 

 

UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

If I want my viral shareware to spread even further and faster, I can do this... 

After someone hits the “Submit” button to get the answer to my quiz or 
whatever it is I build... send them to a page with the Add to Any share button. 

 
... and ask them to share the quiz with their friends before clicking on the link 
just below the button to see their results. 

This one simple change could double the number of people  taking my quiz...  
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If you want to see how it's done... just tune into Jay's next video for a sneak peek inside 
these viral marketing methods. 

 

Watch Video #12: 

Viral Marketing 
 

As I'm sure you can see by now... viral marketing is a great way to promote and drive traffic 
to my site. 

Not only is it free-to-low-cost advertising... it's self-sustaining as well. 

No worrying about whether or not I'm on page 1 of Google today, I just set it and forget it. 

Years later, that simple viral toolbar or shareware application can still bring traffic and visitors 
to my site, especially if it grows exponentially. 

The key to success is following the strategies I've revealed here.  

To dominate your market with Viral Marketing, you need to: 

 Build a simple, viral toolbar using the Toolbar Wizard to and use a mirco-blog service 
like tumblr to feed messages, promotions, and offers into it 

 Use HTML Executable to build small EXE files that open up HTML pages I setup to 
convert the visitor into profits 

 Submit your viral toolbars and shareware quickly and easily to more than 100 different 
shareware sites using Promosoft 

That's it... I couldn't make it any easier if I tried :) 

After I've setup my viral marketing campaigns, there's only one more free traffic method 
left... 
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Chapter Eight: Piggyback Marketing 
 
Whether you know it or not... you've probably already been exposed to piggyback marketing. 

You might know it by another name... but the process is similar just the same. 

Basically... piggyback marketing happens when one business or person distributes the 
product or service of another business or person. 

... and if you've ever gone to a McDonald's with a kid, or have a really small appetite, I know 
you've been exposed to integration marketing at its best. 

Inside of each Happy Meal from McDonald's you'll find a toy. 

A toy that isn't made by McDonald's, even though they might be marketed by them if the toy 
is going to get kids in the restaurant...  

 I remember when McDonald's used to give away beanie babies with their Happy Meals. 

 But... did you know 100 million toys were put into Happy Meals in two weeks the first 
 time McDonald's featured Teenie Beanie Babies? 

Anyways... 

Here's the point:  Disney, TY, Star Wars... whoever.  They all benefit from piggybacking the 
McDonald's Happy Meal. 

But don't think McDonald's doesn't get anything out of this... 

McDonald's wins because it gives children one more reason to want their Happy Meals... HUto 
get the cool toy inside UH! 

... and they're not the only ones benefiting from piggyback marketing. 

Ever heard of a little company called Microsoft? 

When Bill Gates started Microsoft, the computer industry thought they'd get the most out of 
their money by manufacturing hardware (the actual computers) rather than software. 

http://martinaquino.wordpress.com/2008/04/09/the-happy-meal-museum-at-mcdonalds-bacolod/#_blank
http://martinaquino.wordpress.com/2008/04/09/the-happy-meal-museum-at-mcdonalds-bacolod/#_blank
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Not Bill Gates... 

Microsoft Windows comes pre-installed on almost every computer or laptop you can buy 
today, and it's all because of one tiny thing Bill did... 

He convinced IBM to use his software, MS-DOS, as the operating system for the PC. 

But, here's the catch... 

IBM didn't own the rights to MS-DOS.  Microsoft did. 

... and when it came to upgrades, IBM didn't get to sell them.  Microsoft did. 

IBM gained an operating system for its new personal computer to battle Apple's MacIntosh, 
and Microsoft piggybacked it's way to billions in profits. 

The proof is in the pudding. 

As of 2009, Bill Gates is the wealthiest person in the world... and he did it all because he 
understood the value of piggyback marketing. 

Gates offers a license of his software to be installed on almost every personal computer in the 
world.  As a result... 

 He becomes the richest person in the world. 

 He has millions of people on his list. 

 He can promote upgrades of his software to his list and keep 100% of the money. 

... and he did it off the backs of personal computer manufacturers, all of whom are trying to 
get a piece of the same pie... the hardware. 

Bill Gates realized he needed to work with other companies who were already reaching out to 
his target market (PC users) so he could integrate his software into their hardware. 

When someone bought a PC, they were immediately exposed to Microsoft and its software... 
the hardware itself just sat on the table really. 
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... and since PC users spend their time staring at the monitor and not the hardware, can you 
guess who did a better job of branding? 

You guessed it... Bill Gates. 

... and it can work for you, too! 

Here's how you can put the power of piggyback marketing to work for you... and watch your 
profits skyrocket as a result!   

 
UPiggy Marketing Process 

 
  UStep #1U: Create a list of sites related to your market. 
 
  UStep #2U: Find the piggyback opportunities on those sites. 
 
  UStep #3U: Contact potential partners with your proposal. 
 
  UStep #4U: Create your piggyback marketing process and set    
  everything (file hosting, copywriting, promo materials) up for  
  the partners who agreed to let you piggyback their efforts. 
 
  UStep #5U: Test and track your results to find profitable  
  campaigns you can either expand with the partner or multiply  
  out to other partners. 
 

 
As for the specifics detailing how I'll complete each step? 

Follow along as I show you how... 

When it comes to finding sites related to my market, I'll probably have a huge list from the 
research I've already done in the research section and the other free traffic methods I've 
discussed, so I won't bother re-hashing it here. 

What I will say, though... 

I want to focus on sites that are complimentary, but non-competitive to yours.   
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Sites that either market to the same demographic or a sub-niche within the larger market... 

Going back to the “get your ex back” market, I could find sites who market to young women 
with kids, because that's the demographic I get when I analyze the top Clickbank offer in the 
market with HUQuantcastUH. 

After I have a list of piggyback sites I want to target, I need to get in touch with the site 
owners to pitch my piggyback method to them. 

So I'll need to figure that out first... 

Once I have a list of sites, I need to check out the sites to find the different piggyback 
opportunities available for me to exploit. 

Basically... just ask these questions and I should have most of my bases covered: 

 Does the site collect contact details (email, physical address)? 

 Does the site offer something for sale? 

... that's it. 

If the site collects contact details, I can piggyback their lead generation and backend 
marketing processes. 

If the site offers something for sale, I can piggyback their profit funnel and backend 
marketing processes. 

Notice the same process shows up twice... I'll get to that in a minute :) 

Before that though... 

Armed with my list of sites and the different piggyback opportunities available to me, I can go 
ahead and contact the potential piggyback partners to see if they're interested. 

Instead of wasting my time creating piggyback marketing process only to find out nobody 
agrees to let me piggyback with them, I'll contact the site owners first. 

I'll tell them what I want to do and why it will benefit them. 

http://www.quantcast.com/#_blank
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If my piggyback marketing process sells something (as an affiliate or vendor), I can offer 
either a percentage of the commission or sale I earn or a flat per-acquisition fee – say $0.50 
per verified email address. 

Otherwise... why would the piggyback partner even want to do my deal? 

The most successful piggyback marketing partnerships benefit both parties, so I can't forget 
to focus on the WIIFM (what's in it for me?) when presenting my deal to the partner. 

That being said, I don't want to make a bad deal either. 

If I don't know my metrics, or don't want to share my profits, I can work out some other kind 
of beneficial relationship for me and the site owner. 

 One of the most popular choices when I don't share profits... ad swaps. 

 The piggyback partner promotes my site, email list builder, or offer... and I do the 
 same for them.  You scratch my back... I scratch yours.  Simple... and profitable. 

Although I won't create the piggyback marketing process until at least one piggyback partner 
is on board, I need to explain the process and how it's going to benefit them when I pitch it. 

Assuming I have at least one partner on board, I can move onto creating the piggyback 
marketing process itself. 

Although there are a few different things I can do, there are some basics to piggyback 
marketing to keep in mind while creating my process... 

 Keep it simple and similar 

Keep the process of getting to my site, watching my video, or reading my report 
as simple as possible.   

One-click access would be the best possible option. 

I also want to make the process as similar to the piggyback site as possible.   

I'll use the same format, typeface... even writing style to make my piggyback as 
similar to their site as I possibly can... 
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 No work involved 

... for my piggyback marketing partner that is. 

If I can get them to agree to let me upload the HTML through their servers... 
great!   

Just try to make it 100% hands-off for the piggyback partners.   

I mean, I'm the one pitching the idea, right?  No real sense in expecting them 
to do some of the work for me. 

Plus... I want the piggyback partner to be focused on their bottom line, not how 
much work it's going to take. 

 Slipstream their processes 

I want my piggybacks to be promoted on specific areas of their site... usually on 
the same page. 

Here's what I mean...   

Let's say I piggyback an email signup thank you page that instructs visitors to 
complete their registration. 

  Rather than having my piggyback show up on the page as a popup, popunder,  
  or peelaway, I'll have the button or link on the page itself.     

  If the piggyback partner will let me, I'll even provide some HTML code they can  
  paste onto their site.   

  I want my piggyback process to slide right into the current, or 'slipstream'  
  created by the piggyback partner's process so it's seamless to the visitor. 
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UTraffic Ultimatum Twist U  
 

Since I really like to build lists through my piggyback marketing, I'll try to skip 
the “Get them to my site” part and “Get them on my list” instead. 

Just convince your piggyback marketing partners to use the HTML code you give 
them and be sure that code includes an email signup form. 

I like to make a little square text box or table, usually just white unless the 
piggyback partner site uses a different color, put a short call-to-action statement 
and the email signup form code inside it, and send it to the piggyback partner. 

 

 
...as for the actual piggyback marketing process itself? 

It can really be anything you want it to be.  A free video pre-selling an offer that plays on the 
thank you page of the piggyback partner's email signup. 

An image that links to a page on your site with access to some free content... webinar... 
PDF... video... whatever you want. 

Just to get your creative juices flowing, let me give you a couple of examples. 

You find a piggyback partner who does the following: 

 Has an offer for sale on their site 

 Collects email addresses before and after the sale 

This gives you access to each of the different piggyback methods you can deploy. 

I mentioned them earlier very briefly, but let me explain a little more to make things clear... 
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ULead Gen Piggyback U:  This piggyback happens when your piggyback is part of the 
piggyback partners lead generation process. 

Since this piggyback partner collects email addresses, I can piggyback that process by having 
an ad of mine on their thank you page. 

UProfit Funnel Piggyback U:  This piggyback happens when your piggyback is part of the 
piggyback partner's profit funnel. 

Rather than having my ad show up on my partners lead generation thank you page, I can 
target their buyers by targeting their download page. 

Since this piggyback partner has an offer for sale, I can piggyback that process by having an 
ad of mine on their download page. 

UFollowup Piggyback U:  This piggyback happens when your piggyback is part of the 
piggyback partners followup marketing process. 

Since this piggyback partner does followup marketing, I can even piggyback that process by 
creating a mini-course or sequential series of emails... 

I'll just write the emails and any other presell content I want to feature and get my piggyback 
partner to mail them to their list... 

I do all the work... they press the send button. 

I think that's why most partners like followup piggybacks the best.   

I like them because they can't help but like when I show them how good they work... 

When I first tried to get piggyback partners on-board to setup followup piggybacks, I tried to 
get them to add the email sequence to their autoresponder series. 

So... on Day 10 after signing up to their list, each and every new subscriber they ever get will 
receive a series of 3 emails featuring videos, PDFs, and other free content preselling my offer 
or site... 

Only problem:  A lot of them didn't want to agree to let me become a permanent part of their 
email marketing process. 
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Thankfully... most of them agreed to test it out with a one-time promotion to see how things 
went first. 

Although the results varied depending on the partner, I was able to get some of them to 
agree to let me piggyback their follow-up marketing sequences... permanently. 

I mean, why wouldn't they? 

No work on their part... Free money for them, right?  Sounds like a great deal to me. 

Once all of the marketing materials are ready, I can get everything setup and ready for the 
traffic to come in... 

Email the files... Upload them with FTP.  Get it ready to go for testing. 

Once the piggyback marketing partnership is live, I'll track the results I'm getting to see 
where I can make improvements that will make me more money... 

Before I get to that though, here's Jay again to show you exactly how I find these piggyback 
opportunities and leverage them for traffic... and profits! 

 

Watch Video #13: 

Piggyback Marketing 
 

Since I'm piggybacking someone else's efforts, assuming their site keeps getting visitors, 
people keep buying their products and joining their lists... I'll keep seeing traffic to my site. 

Once I know I have a piggyback marketing process that's successful, I can either roll it out to 
other sites or expand my efforts with that particular partner... 

Just as I should continue to submit articles, post to guest blogs, submit RSS feeds, bookmark 
sites, and create videos... I should continue to setup piggyback marketing opportunities too. 

Whenever I can find someone willing to setup my piggyback marketing process, partner with 
them.   
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Even if it's just a few extra visitors, signups, sales... whatever... it all adds up in the end, 
especially when all it takes is to reach out to other site owners in and around your market. 

 Think of it like diversifying your stock portfolio:  You can ride the ups and downs as the 
 sites you partner with bounce around Google, always getting a steady flow of eyeballs 
 on your offers.  

... and it's that consistency I've grown to quickly love over most other traffic methods. 

Let my piggyback partners write articles, do guest blog posts, and submit videos. 

Let them be at the top of the Google search results. 

I'll come along in the background and position myself in front of the very best prospects they 
gain from all their hard work – subscribers and buyers. 

The key to success is following the simple strategies I've revealed here.  

To dominate your market with Piggyback Marketing, you need to: 

 Create a list of sites related to your market who either collect emails or make an offer 
available for sale 

 Find the piggyback opportunities within their lead generation, profit funnel, and 
followup processes 

 Create your piggyback marketing process and contact the site owners to integrate it 
into their processes 

 Contact more sites and setup more piggybacks to drive even more traffic to your site 
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Final Thoughts... 
 
Well... there you have it. 

... the free traffic side of things anyways. 

As you can see, there are tons of different ways you can drive free traffic to your site. 

... and it's not just any old traffic either. 

I'm talking about targeted traffic that will eat up your site and… spend money. 

There is a downside though… 

If you haven't noticed it already... the one downside to these free traffic methods is how they 
can be very time-consuming in some cases. 

It is still 1,000% worth it, as the traffics free. And if you do it right, you will get a lot of it. 

However, if you're time is in short supply, you have one of two choices... both of which are 
going to cost you money. 

You can either pay for your traffic and get a consistent stream of visitors that way, or you can 
hire someone to do all of the work I've explained over the last 140 pages of this blueprint. 

When it comes to outsourcing I suggest you check out the “super advanced ninja section” 
(very cool title I know) – Where I’ve put together a video showing you exactly how I 
outsource all of my stuff. 

Now, if you want to setup some paid traffic campaigns... no problem. 

Because that’s the next part of the course: Paid traffic methods. And it we’re going to look at 
things like Pay per click, and just how powerful it can be if you do it right. 

 
I hope you enjoyed part one of Traffic Ultimatum... see you in part two, 

George Brown 


